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1. Introduction 
 
The goal of this research is to design a structure for an online course that will shed light 

on vast and often complicated information about the current state of the fashion industry. 

The aim is to design the course in a way that will make the student aware of the problems 

in the industry, get a clear understanding of what is meant by sustainable fashion and 

inspire them into critical self-reflection in a positive and encouraging way. 

 

Global warming and human made climate crises can be considered as some of the hot 

topics of this time (IPCC, 2021,4). Sustainable development and sustainability in different 

areas have become popular conversations worldwide, and there are new organizations, 

businesses, and research about it being grown, launched and published all the time (for 

example Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017; Stoknes, 2017; Huntley, 2021). In today’s 

world consumerism and global mass production have led to some groups of people being 

exploited and oppressed, while others can stay ignorant and unaware of these problems. 

Some parts of the world are being polluted, while others have the choice to keep their 

nature cleaner and untouched. A big part of this conversation is still only had inside the 

research communities and professional settings, using the sustainable development 

vocabulary familiar to those groups, but that can confuse and alienate the average 

consumers instead of empowering them to make changes in their behaviour.  

 

Even though (and partially because) there is so much info about the problems of the 

fashion industry and people are interested in knowing more about it, it seems 

complicated and time consuming for a fashion consumer to figure out what are the good 

choices. The clothing companies are not required to share info in a transparent way, so 

how can a consumer learn more about the subject in a straightforward way? Traditionally 

clothing businesses have not been the ones to take educating their customers about the 

problems in the industry to heart, but the times are changing and forcing things to evolve. 

Currently, education on the matter is done through non-governmental organizations or 

design schools (Press, 2021, c; Future Learn, 2021; Radclyffe-Thomas et al, 2018), and 

this development research and online course will serve as an experiment to combine a 

clothing brand’s commercial service with critical education. This research and the online 

course designed with it, will aim to educate fashion consumers about the industry and its 

problems in a way that will help them in understanding the big picture and in making 

those sustainable choices. 
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Critical pedagogy is taken in as a theoretical walking stick and its reformational 

philosophical ideas are used as guides in finding dialogical elements to the course, 

instead of it becoming just a series of lectures. Thoughts on transformational theory are 

discussed as well, to find solid background for the pedagogical approach of adult 

learning. In addition, theories about online learning environments are studied and 

combined with the above-mentioned pedagogies. Finding ways to teach and talk about 

complicated, global, and often incredibly sad issues in a simple and positive way is a 

great challenge. 

 

The reasons to study sustainable fashion are very personal for the writer. As a small 

business owner working as an independent sustainable fashion brand, finding 

knowledge on the subject, and passing it on to other people in diverse ways, has become 

the main interest and the force that has kept the business going. I feel like it is my 

responsibility to find ways to educate my audience and to help build its sustainability 

literacy in a relatable and encouraging way, in hopes of making a small but positive 

change in the industry. The online course is designed with a specific audience in mind - 

an existing customer base of a small independent clothing brand based both in Finland 

and in North Carolina, USA (United States of America). Topics that would be of special 

interest to this audience are figured out with an online customer survey.  

 

"From these pages I hope at least the following will endure: my trust in people, and my 

faith in men and the creation of a world in which it will be easier to love" (Paulo Freire. 

1972, 19). 
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2. Background for the research 
 
The idea for a research like this was born from a personal and business-related need 

during the global Covid-19 pandemic, when many small businesses had to close their 

doors or pivot their strategy towards the online marketplaces. Schools shut down and 

parents were forced to figure out how to work from home while home-schooling their 

children. A chance to move back to Finland (and put my kids in school there) from North 

Carolina and finish the master’s degree sounded wonderful. As mentioned before, 

sustainable development and different sustainability efforts in the fashion industry are 

not only a part of a growing global interest, but an essential part of the small clothing 

business I started in NC. Writing a research on sustainable fashion would give an 

opportunity to really dive deep in the subject. 

 

2.1 Previous research and similar online courses 
 

At the Department of Teacher Education at Helsinki University, sustainable development 

and fashion has been studied some, and it has become an ongoing theme among the 

crafts teacher's education – for example a course called Sustainable development and 

consumerism in crafts is a mandatory class in the master's program. Research around 

sustainability has been and is being done for example about crafts teacher students' 

attitudes towards sustainability (Väänänen et al., 2018), textile material knowledge 

(Janhonen et al., 2020) and natural fabric dyes (BioColor, 2021). Multiple different 

studies on sustainable fashion have also been done in Aalto University’s Fashion, 

Clothing and Textile Design program in Finland, and even more in universities around 

the world. Especially Kate Fletcher, a research professor of Sustainability, Design and 

Fashion at the Centre for Sustainable Fashion in the University of the Arts in London 

(whose work is cited in this study too), has had a major influence in the progression of 

research around sustainable fashion.  

 
All previous research has been and continues to be instrumental in getting clearer on the 

problems in the industry and being able to find solutions to those problems. 

Nevertheless, none of the previous studies around sustainable fashion address the 

research from the point of view of a small business owner aiming to teach an online 

class. Neither have they applied critical and transformational pedagogical theory as a 

guideline for the course structure as is the case in this research which aims to add to the 

global discussion. 
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Outside the academic research community, several books around sustainable fashion 

have been released within the last couple of years and in the moment of writing this 

chapter, a Finnish sustainable fashion blogger and sustainability coach for Finnish 

clothing brands, Anniina Nurmi, is writing a book on sustainable fashion, that is targeted 

to ordinary fashion consumers and is to be released in the fall of 2021 (Nurmi, 2021). 

University of Exeter together with Fashion Revolution offers an online course called Who 

made my clothes? for anyone interested (Future Learn, 2021). Also, the Australian 

sustainable fashion activist and author Clare Press has just launched her online course 

called Wardrobe Crisis Acadamy in May of 2021 (Press, 2021, a). 

 
The subject has also been recognized in popular culture and TV. In 2019, American 

stand-up comedian Hasan Minhaj did an episode called “The Ugly Truth of Fast Fashion” 

in his popular political comedy show Patriot Act on Netflix (Imdb, 2021), and in 2020 the 

Finnish public radio produced an 8-episode documentary called Verta, hikeä ja t-paitoja 

[Blood, sweat and t-shirts] (Yle, 2020). The theme seems to be in demand, which feels 

inspirational and highlights the timeliness of this research. 

 
This research can hopefully contribute to what is already known by adding elements of 

pedagogical approaches to the conversation around sustainable fashion. Thus, the 

research problem seems significant. (Richey & Klein, 2007, 25-6.) The online course 

designed within this research is referred to as ‘The online course’ throughout this text. 

 

2.2 Target audience: “Yoga mom and Artsy lady” 
 

The online course is specifically designed for the already existing audience and customer 

base of an independent sustainable fashion business in North Carolina, USA. The 

established audience has been previously analyzed and divided into two groups, in a 

marketing plan made by the business owner with the help of an outside marketing team 

(appendix 1) and renamed for easier use in this research. To serve both groups of people 

the format, content and overall feeling of the course structure must match with their 

needs.  

 

“The yoga mom” is a woman in her 30-40’s. She is physically active and does yoga, 

Pilates, dance or acrobatics. She has a young family and wants to wear comfortable and 

unique clothing. She does not have a lot of extra money but is interested in indie fashion 
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and sustainable lifestyle. She wants to know more about sustainable fashion to make 

good choices for herself and her family. She is on Instagram, Facebook and some other 

social media platforms and has a basic to good skill set and quite a lot of experience on 

downloading apps, video chatting, remote working and taking online courses. She uses 

mostly her smart phone to do it all. She is a busy lady, juggling work, kids, home, 

relationship, friends, and her own physical activities. She is interested in natural foods 

and living a healthy and sustainable lifestyle and wants to know more about sustainable 

fashion. She is aware of some of the problems in the industry, and recognizes some 

buzzwords like “greenwashing,” “organic cotton” and “fast fashion.”  

 

“The artsy lady” is a woman in her 50-60-70’s, who is into arts, crafts, culture and travel. 

She wants to dress comfortably and in a unique way and loves to support small 

businesses with sustainable values. She has some grandchildren, a comfortable life and 

can afford to spend money on herself. She wants to know more about sustainable 

fashion because she is interested in the world and cares about the future of her own kids 

and grandkids. She is on Facebook but is not extremely interested in joining other social 

media platforms. She has a basic understanding of posting on Facebook, clicking 

through links, and finding info on Google. She has some experience on taking online 

courses. She prefers to use her tablet or laptop. Her schedule is flexible, and she can 

take time for herself during daytime. She is retired, semi-retired or thinking about it. The 

clothing and fashion industry has changed a lot during her lifetime, and she wants to 

know more about it. She or her mother used to sew a lot at home, and she appreciates 

the skill. She is also aware of some of the problems in the industry and recognizes some 

buzzwords like “greenwashing,” “organic cotton” and “fast fashion.” 

 
The online course structure is designed with these two groups in mind, to make sure that 

the small businesses existing audience and customer base will find it interesting. This 

does not mean that other people, from all over the world, would not be able to participate 

and sign up for it.  
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3. Execution of this research 
 

This research combines three distinct kinds of theoretical backgrounds: information 

about the fashion industry, theory on critical and transformative pedagogies, and theories 

about online learning environments. By doing so, it studies how the elements of 

sustainable fashion could be structured on an online course and what kind of online 

learning environment could be designed for a course that aims to promote critical self-

reflection and action in the student.  

 

Design-Based Research was chosen as a method to achieve the targets of this research. 

In the following, the method is introduced, and the reader walked through the methodical 

process of this research.  

 

3.1 Design-Based Research 
 
Design-Based Research (DBR) is a research methodology designed by and for 

educators, that seeks to increase the impact of education research into improved 

practice. DBR underlines the need for building theory and developing design principles 

that guide, inform, and improve both practice and research in educational contexts. 

(Anderson & Shattuck, 2012, 16.) According to The Design-Based Research Collective 

(2003, 5) it can help create and extend knowledge about developing, enacting, and 

sustaining innovative learning environments. According to Cohen et al. (2007, 48) the 

value of scientific research in education in general is that it will develop the kind of sound 

knowledge base that characterizes other professions and disciplines too.  

 

Design-Based Research is a multilateral research method that cannot be defined in an 

unequivocal way. It combines research and development and progresses in theoretical 

and experimental cycles. (Pernaa, 2000, 12.) DBR typically involves mixed methods 

using a variety of research tools and techniques. The tools are chosen by each 

researcher as they see the need and the findings are then applied to reality. (Anderson 

& Shattuck, 2012, 17; Wang & Hannafin, 2005, 6.)  

 

Design-Based research methods focus on designing and exploring the entire range of 

designed innovations from artifacts to activity structures, institutions, scaffolds, and 

curricula (The Design-Based Research Collective, 2003, 5-6). It can be seen as a 
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coherent methodology that bridges theoretical research and educational practice (The 

Design-Based Research Collective 2003 8). 

 

Wang and Hannafin (2005, 6-7) define Design-Based Research as: 

 

“a systematic but flexible methodology aimed to improve educational practices 

through iterative analysis, design, development, and implementation, based on 

collaboration among researchers and practitioners in real-world settings, and 

leading to contextually-sensitive design principles and theories”. 

 

Design-Based Research connects to, but is different from Research-Based Design, 

which builds on the tradition of art and design and concentrates on the design of 

artefacts, products, and services. Research-Based Design is experimental and the 

artefacts that are born out of it are a part of the argumentation of the research, whereas 

in Design-Based Research the products or services are tools for the research. (Leinonen, 

2013, 73.) Product and service development is a part of the Research-Based Design, 

where all the information gathered in previous phases is gathered, analysed and tied 

together. It involves making design choices and making plans according to those 

decisions. The plans can be visualisations, prototypes or written down arguments. At this 

point the problem field is defined and suitable product or service ideas are presented. 

(Leinonen, 2013, 79.) This research has elements of Research-Based Design, and it 

focuses on combining research and development to designing a prototype of a course 

structure - rather than developing a course and having it tested and modified through 

multiple development cycles. 

 

Like Design and Development research, Design-Based Research also has a broad 

meaning especially in the research context. The focus can be on front-end analysis, 

planning, production, and/or evaluation. This approach can also centre on the design 

and development of products and tools or on the development, validation and use of 

design and development models. It is a study of design and development processes as 

opposed to performing them. (Richey & Klein, 2007, xvi.) In this research the focus is on 

the developing of the structure of the online course.  

 

This Design-Based Research leans on critical theory since its purpose is not only to 

understand situations and phenomena around the fashion industry but to change them 

by highlighting critical self-reflection, dialogue, transformation, and action. Critical theory 

argues that a lot of human behaviour is the outcome of illegitimate factors, meaning that 
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they do not operate in the general interest. The intention is somewhat transformative, 

even political. (Cohen et al., 2007, 26.) As an ideology, critical theory has a direct impact 

on practice, which connects it to action research. Action research can be seen as a way 

for an educator to research their own work, thus giving them power and emancipation 

through having a voice and control over their environment and professional lives. (Cohen 

et al., 2007, 27.)  

 

One can say that Design-Based Research is quite close to research based developing 

of innovations. Both DBR and innovating are actions towards a social phenomenon 

which exists when an individual, group pr organisation is adapting to new things. 

(Pernaa, 2013, 24.) 

 

3.2 Goals, research questions and framework 
 
The goal of this research is to design a structure for an online course, which will be a 

package that will give anybody interested a basic level of understanding about the 

problems in the fashion industry, and ideas about how to make sustainable choices in 

their personal lives as fashion consumers. In other words, to raise awareness of the 

fashion industry’s most pressing problems. For the online course to give the student a 

clear understanding of the issues around the subject and for the structure to include 

some purposeful pedagogical elements, the research is approached with two main 

research questions. 

 

1. How can the elements of sustainable fashion be presented in an online course to 

give a holistic understanding of the current situation of the fashion industry?  

2. How can critical and transformational pedagogies be used in an online learning 

environment about sustainable fashion? 

 

The first research question is used to gather essential information about the state of the 

current fashion industry. To explain “sustainable fashion,” we need to start from 

understanding what “fast fashion” is. This means becoming aware of and systematically 

analysing the data around the problems in the fashion industry. This includes ecological 

and social problems, and issues around transparency in the industry. 

 

The second research question analyses the educational theories around critical and 

transformational pedagogies and adult online learning environments. It studies the 

various aspects of the online format and the challenges of designing a course like this.  
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Figure 1. Framework of the research 
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3.3 Progression of this research 
 
The three main questions of a Design-Based Research are: how does the design and 

developing progress throughout the research, what needs, and possibilities does the 

designing have, and what is the result of the design. (Edelson, 2009, 108.) This chapter 

visualises and explains the general methodological progression of this research, and 

how the different steps interact with each other.  
 

 
Figure 2. Research steps and development stages. 

 

The research starts by analysing the research gap and defining the target audience for 

the online course on sustainable fashion (Step 1, described in chapter 2). This means 

finding other research done of the subject and looking for other similar online courses. 

The goal is to determine what this study can contribute to what is already known, and if 

the research problem is significant or if there are other, more important problems that 

should be addressed (Richey & Klein, 2007, 25-6).  
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The first step is followed by theoretical problem analysis by doing a thorough literature 

review about the problems in the fashion industry and sustainable alternatives to the 

current situation, theory around critical and transformative pedagogies and information 

about online learning environments (Step 2). The methods for choosing specific literature 

have been determined to include:  

 

• sustainable fashion related books and articles found through the University of 

Helsinki’s library system and through other ongoing courses at the university 

• articles and studies that have been linked on the social media platform ‘LinkedIn’ 

by organisations like Suomen Tekstiili ja Muoti ry, Fashion Revolution, Eetti ry, 

Circle Economy, Ellen MacArthur Foundation, Ethica Finland and Centre for 

Sustainable Fashion, and sustainable fashion influencers like Outi Pyy, Anniina 

Nurmi and Clare Press 

• documentaries, podcasts and books that have been found by following closely 

the conversation on sustainable fashion through social media and different 

international news sources. 

 

Due to the vastness of the theoretical background of the subject in this research, the 

literature review (theoretical background) is divided into themes and presented in the 

following four chapters: 4 Pedagogical approaches for the online course, 5 Ecological 

issues in the fashion industry, 6 Social issues in the fashion industry, and 7 Sustainability 

in the world of fashion. This step also includes constructing and specifying the research 

questions. Then, the content of the online course is loosely drafted to design a customer 

survey (Step 3). The customer survey is sent to the target group to determine their 

specific areas of interest around the broad context of sustainable fashion. The customer 

survey’s answers are used to find more literature and information to the online course 

and the second version of the structure of the online course is drafted. (Step 4). Finally, 

the structure is surveyed on a small representation of the target audience. (Step 5). The 

Results chapter of this research will be a report on the results of the second customer 

survey and how the structure is modified accordingly.  
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4. Pedagogical approaches for the online course 
 

This chapter explains the pedagogical approach of the online course by discussing the 

theories of transformational and critical pedagogy, adding in information about online 

learning. The goal is to reach an understanding of the ways that the online course could 

benefit from the theories in practice, how the online teacher should position herself as 

an adult educator, and what kinds of things need to be considered while building a course 

that is fully online.  

 

4.1 Transformative and critical pedagogy 
 
Since the goal of the online course, in addition to informing about the problems in the 

fashion industry, is a shift in the mindset of the students from a more passive consumer 

to an informed and critical one, and building inspiration towards concrete action, Paulo 

Freire’s (1972) thoughts about critical pedagogy and Jack Mezirow’s (1991) thoughts 

about transformational pedagogy seem well suited. The essential elements that stand 

out from the above-mentioned theories as something helpful for constructing the 

educational background for this course are critical reflection, dialogue, transformation, 

and action. The elements are overlapping and go hand in hand, but for overall clarity 

they are each presented in their own sections. Since the online course is targeted to 

adults, the theories and thoughts discussed in this chapter are specifically about adult 

learning. 

 

4.1.1. Critical reflection 
 
According to Mezirow (1991, 99), reflection is the process of critically estimating the 

process of our efforts to interpret an experience. Reflection is also something that the 

students are encouraged to do all through the online course. In fact, the whole course is 

about questioning the current systems and critically reflecting our own part in it. The goal 

is to inform the students, but also to engage them into “critical analysis of a problematic 

reality” (Freire, 1972, 136).  

 

Reflection can be understood in many ways, and in his book Transformational 

Dimensions of Adult Learning, Mezirow (1991) writes about the importance of knowing 

the deeper meaning and value of it. Premise reflection, described as a critical review of 

the requirements from prior learning and their consequences, is key in adult learner’s 
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meaning and value realization. Through premise reflection, significant transformations in 

meaning perspectives can happen. (Mezirow, 1991, 102.) By meaning perspectives he 

means the “structure of assumptions within which one’s past experience assimilates and 

transforms new experience” (Mezirow, 1991, 42). In other words, the ways in which our 

current expectations and beliefs about something make us project, interpret, and 

evaluate the meaning of an experience. With premise reflection we became aware of 

those expectations and beliefs. 

 

Critical reflection in the online course would mean that the learner would question what 

they know about the fashion industry and how they feel about it. As the new information 

is presented, they would need to see through the familiar ways that they have interpreted 

the story of how clothes are made or how they see themselves as consumers, to 

reassess rationally the validity of the information that is told about the problems in the 

industry. 

 

Mezirow also writes about three types of learning dimensions: the technical (or 

instrumental), the practical (or communicative) and the emancipatory, which were all 

originally derived from the work of Jurgen Habermas. Instrumental learning has to do 

with learning to control the environment, communicative learning is about learning to 

understand other people, and emancipatory learning involves a dimension of critical 

reflection with implications for both first ones. (Mezirow, 1991, 72-3.) Emancipatory 

learning, or interest, is what urges us to reflect, identify and challenge distorted meaning 

perspectives, and includes interest in self-reflection, questioning our history and how we 

see ourselves because of it, and challenging our roles and social expectations. 

Emancipatory knowledge is gained through critical self-reflection. (Mezirow, 1991, 87.) 

Emancipation might seem like exaggeration or old language, but according to Mezirow 

(1991, 87), it means for example emancipating from institutional or environmental forces 

that “limit our options and our rational control over our lives but have been taken for 

granted or seen as beyond human control”. Mezirow (1991, 87) writes that the forces in 

question might “include the misconceptions, ideologies, and psychological distortions in 

prior learning” that produce unexamined relations of dependence. In this research 

fashion consumerism and materialism are viewed as those social and institutional forces. 

 

Self-reflection and self-knowledge relate to the cultural and political emancipation and 

the goal to change things for better also according to Juha Suoranta (2005, 218). In his 

concept of radical education, Suoranta (2005) divides emancipatory reflection in three 

parts. The first part is about self-comprehension and liberating from one’s past and 
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problems affecting the self. The second one is about the close surroundings and getting 

clear on the systemic problems for example in the family or workplace. The third part is 

about becoming aware of a wider set of problems in society and starting to act to change 

them for the better. (Suoranta, 2005, 218.) 

 

4.1.2. Dialogue 
 
According to Mezirow (1991, xiii), transformation theory grows out of the cognitive 

revolution in psychology and psychotherapy, that it is not so much what happens to 

people but how they interpret and explain what happens to them that determines their 

actions, their emotional well-being, and their performance. Transformation theory 

includes a conviction that meaning exists within ourselves rather than in external forms 

such as books, and that the personal meanings that we attribute to our experience are 

acquired and validated through human interaction and communication. (Mezirow, 1991: 

xiv.) How the student interprets and explains to herself the situation of the fashion 

industry, sustainability, or climate change, determines how they feel about it and act on 

it, and the interpretation and explanation happen in communication with other people. 

Dialogue allows us to relate to the world around us, to other people, and to our own 

intentions, feelings, and desires (Mezirow, 1991, 65).  

 

Although we talk about adult learning, our childhood experiences of schooling and 

socialization from our families and culture have set some limits to our future learning. 

Parents or mentors end up defining the child’s reality in fundamental ways such as 

recognizing social threat, reacting to failure, relating to authority, and using time 

responsibly. Although the individual's unique social biography, perspectives and 

awareness assures that they are never entirely victims of determinism, we can never be 

totally free from our past. (Mezirow, 1991, 1-2.) The formative learning and becoming 

autonomous from constraining frames of reference, becomes transformational learning 

in adulthood (Mezirow, 1991, 2-3). To become free, we must be able to name our reality 

and to speak with our own voice - and this is where dialogue comes in. According to 

Mezirow (1991, 3), it is “crucial that the individual learn to negotiate meanings, purposes, 

and values critically, reflectively, and rationally instead of passively accepting the social 

realities defined by others”. Helping the students in finding their own critical voice in a 

world that keeps shouting to us that the more clothes we have and the cheaper we can 

buy them the better we are off, is a big but logical goal for the online course. 
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Since transformation theory claims that individuals experience and explain the world 

around them according to the meaning perspectives that have been built inside them 

over time, and that the interpretations of the experiences happen with dialogue, maybe 

something similar could be applied to dialogue between consumers and fashion brands. 

For example, the Fashion Revolution aims to change the culture of fashion by educating 

people about the injustices in the fashion industry. The organisation is teaching 

consumers how to name the various problems for them to be able to ask the tough 

questions and to have dialogue with the brands or governments and make educated 

demands for a systemic change. This might be what Freire describes as the educational 

and dialogical quality of revolution which makes it a cultural revolution as well (Freire, 

1972, 107). 

 

Freire's attitude towards dialogue seems to be deeply passionate and his approach more 

philosophical. He places a lot of value on the concept of words in a dialogue. In his book 

Pedagogy of the oppressed (2005) he analyses dialogue as a humane phenomenon of 

which the most essential feature is a word. According to Freire (2005, 95-7), a word 

consists of two dimensions: reflection and action, and without the fullness of both, the 

word becomes either just empty verbalism that is not able to question the world, or plain 

activism that obstructs conscious practice. He also writes that human existence cannot 

be silent, and that by naming and renaming the world we exist in it and change it. 

Dialogue is the connection between people so that they could together name and change 

the world. It cannot happen between those who want to name the world and those who 

do not, since it is about finding connection and seeking the truth together in a non-hostile, 

creative way. (Freire, 2005, 95-7.) 

 

Freire also points out that dialogue cannot exist without deep love towards the world and 

people. With love, humility and faith, dialogue becomes an equal relationship of trust. 

Hope gives people the encouragement for seeking humanity in an unjust situation. 

(Freire, 2005, 99-100.) Cooperation in dialogue is key, and it can only exist between 

equal subjects, even if they would be on different levels or have different roles in the 

action (Freire, 2005, 187). 

 

4.1.3. Perspective transformation 

 
Transformation theory looks to explain the way adult learning is structured, and to figure 

out by what processes the frames of reference by which we view and interpret our 

experience are changed or transformed (Mezirow, 1991, xiii). Since our meaning 
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perspectives or habits of expectation (experience) serve as cognitive codes to structure 

the way we perceive, feel and act on our experience (Mezirow, 1991, xiv), it makes sense 

to try to “upgrade” or transform those perspectives for the students to perceive differently 

their role as fashion consumers. This means the introduction of critical reflection and 

deep questioning of our expectations and the habitual ways of experiencing our roles as 

consumers and citizens. Perspective transformation means becoming “critically aware 

of how and why our assumptions have come to constrain the way we perceive, 

understand and feel about the world” (Mezirow, 1991, 167). Transformation theory aims 

to change those structures to allow acting and making choices upon the new 

understandings.  

 

Mezirow points out that perspective transformation can also happen because of major 

challenges or disorienting dilemmas in life, such as death, new job or losing a job, or 

divorce. Also, for example an eye-opening discussion, powerful art experience or 

newfound understanding of a different culture can start the process of perspective 

transformation. (Mezirow, 1991, 167-8.) The goal of the online course is not necessarily 

to pose a major disorienting dilemma to the lives of the students, but to start the process 

of a self-chosen perspective transformation. Transformation, like anything that can lead 

an individual toward a more inclusive, permeable, and integrated meaning perspective, 

of which the validity has been set up through rational discourse, adds to an adult's 

personal development (Mezirow, 1991, 7).  

 

Helping people in a personal perspective transformation is vastly different from telling 

them what to do or what not to do. In a large study done by a team of Georgia State 

University researchers, the impact of exposure to messages that emphasize the need 

for changes (in individual behaviour or in public policy to address climate change), were 

evaluated. They implemented their survey-experiment online through a platform that 

manipulated the presence of recommendations for voluntary behavioural changes or the 

adoption of new laws to mitigate climate change. The results were quite astonishing - 

they found that regardless of the source of the information (in this case no source or an 

unnamed climate scientist), “recommendations for behavioural changes decreased 

individuals’ willingness to take personal actions to reduce greenhouse gases, decreased 

willingness to support pro-climate candidates, reduced belief in the accelerated speed of 

climate change, and decreased trust in climate scientists.” (Palm et al., 2020, 1.)  

 

Their study highlighted the reasons why specific types of messaging might not be 

effective. Firstly, most people value freedom of choice, particularly in decisions they 
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make in their everyday lives, and messages that sound like their freedom of choice is 

being limited get a negative reaction. Secondly, many people are more likely to favour 

more distant policy solutions that do not have a direct impact on their personal behaviour. 

Thirdly, at least Americans are divided by their willingness to behavioural changes 

according to their political stance. Lastly, the efficiency of individual-level behaviour 

changes in a situation where the earth is confronted with a problem as overwhelming as 

global climate change, is questioned, and turns people off from climate action. (Palm et 

al., 2020, 6.)  

 

The above-mentioned study explains that suggesting specific solutions that would 

require major changes in individual behaviour or public policy, attributed to no source or 

to an unnamed climate scientist, gets negative results. After reading Freire’s description 

about dialogue as an equal relationship of trust and love, or Mezirow’s thoughts on 

meaning perspectives, the results of the study do not really come as a surprise. In fact, 

the results might be an example of a case where the words in the suggested behavioural 

changes, without reflection, become just empty verbalism that is not able to question the 

world, or change anyone’s actions but instead make the matter worse. This is probably 

why the researchers (Palm et al., 2020) named their study “Don’t Tell Me What to Do”: 

Resistance to Climate Change Messages Suggesting Behaviour Changes. Perspective 

transformation is a deeply personal, developmental process that can only be done with 

a dialogue consisting of mutual trust and critical reflection, not by anonymous demands.  

 

4.1.4. Action 
 
Mezirow talks about his own journey as an educator and how after years of identifying 

himself as a social action educator realized that he was missing something that Freire 

calls conscientization (Mezirow, 1991, xvi). Conscientization, according to Freire (1972, 

27) is the process by which adults achieve a deepening awareness of both the 

sociocultural reality that shapes their lives and their capacity to transform that reality 

through action.  

 

Freire (1985, 154-5) suggests that what people striving to make a change need, is 

something called praxis, which is action and reflection with intention and finality. He 

writes that we are all human beings because we are historically built as beings of praxis, 

and in the process have become capable of transforming the world and giving it meaning 

(Freire, 1985, 154-5). People are capable of awareness of aim and of process, which is 

the basis for planning action, which implies methods, goals, and value options (Freire, 
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1985, 44). In other words, because we are humans, we can make an action plan to 

change our values and our world. 

 

The information presented in the online course is not intended to be banked and 

mechanically accumulated in the brains of the students, but instead it is told in hopes of 

the learner becoming an active participant as the user of the knowledge in relation to 

lived experience (Morrow & Torres, 2002, 1). 

 

By combining critical reflection, dialogue, and the transformation of meaning 

perspectives, we can reach a situation where action becomes an authentic part of this 

ongoing process. In Freire’s (1972, 27-28) words, by reflection and action upon the world 

we can transform it. Mezirow (1991, 102, 104) expresses the same thing with different 

wording by pointing out that reflection has a crucial role in validating what has been 

learned and is the function that makes enlightened action possible. 

 
Figure 3. Visualisation of the critical and transformational educational elements of the 

online course. 
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4.2 Online learning 
 
The choice to design the course to an online environment is rationalized with personal 

and business-related reasons. Firstly, for the small business that will be offering the 

course to its audience, it makes sense to have an “evergreen'' immaterial product to sell 

in addition to, or instead of, the handmade pieces of sustainable clothing. Secondly, the 

fact that teaching the course will not be tied to a certain geographical place, will allow 

the business owner to work on it from anywhere in the world. Thirdly, the global pandemic 

has made online and distance learning more normal, so the timing seems right, and the 

success of the idea seems possible.  

 

This chapter will cover information related to online and distance learning and connects 

it with the educational theories discussed in the earlier chapter. A lot of research has 

been done on instructors' perspectives on promoting critical learning in classroom 

relational dialogue, as well as research about online learning environments. It is 

combining those two that is the interest in this research. Even though the argument that 

teaching online requires changes to conventional teaching approaches is not new, the 

formal training of online instructors tends to promote an ‘instrumental’ understanding of 

online facilitation and teaching. This might reduce successful online teaching to the 

acquisition of only technical competencies and the mastery of theoretical concepts and 

models of online learning. Online teaching as a practice has its own ethical values and 

problematic issues in supporting online students' critical learning. (Goumaa & Hay, 2018, 

1.) Critical learning online requires much more from the teacher, than just knowing how 

to work smoothly the mechanics of the platforms - even though that is important too.  

 

4.2.1. Asynchronized but connected 
 
Like traditional education, successful distance and online courses tend to be those where 

the elements presented work well together to create an overall learning experience for 

students (Jones, 2020, 3). Just as a traditional curriculum, also online classes and 

courses need to be planned and designed properly - a bad online course is almost always 

a bad learning design. A good online learning experience is possible, but it needs more 

than just transferring files online. (Jones, 2020, 9.) The systematic approach to learning 

and teaching that should be used in traditional face-to-face teaching, is also needed in 

an online learning environment. The design is as much about how to achieve good 

learning interaction and human activity, as about the mechanisms, materials and content 
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to be used. (Bach et al., 2007, 92.) In some cases, online learning environments can, if 

managed correctly, even reduce some of the weaknesses of traditional teaching 

methods with its added dimensions in time and place (Bach et al., 2007, 124). Online 

learning can be done in many levels and includes possibilities from just being a small 

part of a course, for example as a quick and effortless way to distribute course materials 

or manage course administration, to building complete online courses with fully 

integrated activities from a distance (Bach et al., 2007, 35). The online course designed 

in this research will exist fully online.  

 

For the online course to allow the business owner and the students to work on it from 

anywhere in the world, on a flexible timetable that feels right for each participant, 

choosing a way to teach the course mostly asynchronously is a good idea. Asynchronous 

activity means student activity that does not depend on the teacher or other students 

being there at that same time. In other words, teaching should be designed to allow 

learning to take place without the teacher being present (Jones, 2020, 11). Although 

people are getting increasingly used to various kinds of online gatherings, arranging 

synchronous communication with a diverse group of people in many parts of the world 

can also be difficult to arrange and manage (Bach et al., 2007, 102). Kear (2011, 32) 

lists different forms of asynchronous communication online: discussion forums, blogging, 

microblogging, wikis, podcasting, e-portfolios, social bookmarking sites, media sharing 

sites and social media sites. It might be challenging for the educator to choose between 

all these options, but according to Kear (2011, 52) the key is to begin with a clear view 

of the educational aims, which are then connected with the digital knowledge of the 

teacher and the presumed abilities of the students.  

 

Since dialogue has been declared as an essential part of an adult's learning experience 

(see chapter 4.1.2.), but face-to-face dialogue is not possible to arrange due to the 

selected asynchronous manner, elements of dialogue must be built in throughout the 

course in various kinds of logical and creative ways. This means preparing key material 

that can be used in multiple modes and formats (Jones, 2020, 11). 

 
Jones (2020, 28-9) writes that encouraging students into the habit of sharing their work 

with other students regularly, openly, and with a purpose, and making such sharing a 

regular and habitual part of the learning processes is central to design education. He 

recommends learning from other people by watching, imitating, and comparing due to 

his experience as an online design teacher (Jones, 2020, 28-9). As we have learned 

from Freire and Mezirow, this kind of human interaction and dialogue are at the core of 
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adult learning. The teacher can further encourage the culture of sharing by example – 

by taking part in the community and inserting signs and signals relating to the subject 

area. This way the shared purpose, identity or interest of the group is recognised and 

even defined (Jones, 2020, 28-9), and the naming, renaming, and transforming of the 

world together through dialogue is possible (see chapter 3.1.2).  

 

It is worth noting that online learning does not exclude physical activities or for example 

sending out welcome packages, postcards, or letters. According to Jones (2020, 13) 

including distant learning concepts like this are almost always likely to affect engagement 

and student success.  

 

4.2.2. Online community for added dialogue 

 
In addition to designing dialogical and conversational elements and checking the tone 

and accessibility issues (discussed more in the following chapter) in the asynchronous 

learning material, creating ways for actual online communication within the course setting 

would make the dialogue, and everything that comes with it, easier. According to Bach 

et al. (2007, 98), learning spaces need to be populated by learning communities. Peer 

interaction and social connection is important and valuable especially in an online setting 

since people prefer to connect rather than be isolated (Jones, 2020, 27-8). Although in 

an online learning environment there is less (or no) face-to-face contact with the learners, 

personal interaction can still take place and become significant to the members of the 

community. The online teacher can act as a facilitator and make sure that positive 

feedback loop happens by giving personal feedback. This kind of participation 

encouragement can be time consuming for the teacher especially in the initial stages of 

an online community but is necessary for a critical positive feedback loop, where the 

students encourage each other, to develop. (Bach et al., 2007, 99.) Again, adult learning 

and development, or perspective transformation, is connected to dialogue with other 

people (Freire, 2005, 95-7). 

 

Karen Kear (2011) has written a whole chapter about different theories of learning in 

online communities in her book Online and Social Networking Communities: A Best 

Practice Guide for Educators. She focuses on learning as a social activity and introduces 

ideas related to online communication and communities. Even though the online course 

designed in this research cannot necessarily be called community-based online learning, 

it makes sense to explore what is said about the subject to reach a better understanding 

of the possibilities that online communities might offer. Her central theoretical ideas stem 
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from a social constructivist viewpoint where learning is seen as arising from interactions 

with other people. For example, according to situated learning, the interactions should 

be as authentic as possible in relation to the field of study, for the students to gain 

experience similar to working within a community of practice. (Kear, 2011, 26.) Social 

presence means how “real” the online interactions feel to the students and represents 

their sense of each other as actual people (even though interacting from a distance). 

This requires a well thought out medium and carefully managed usage of it, for the 

interaction to feel real. (Kear, 2011, 27.) 

 

Goumaa and Hay (2018, 2) argue in their research proposal that networked learning, 

which has been the subject of a steady stream of research over several years, could be 

helpful in realising the full potential of the online classroom. Networked learning defines 

online learning as learning in which information and communication technology is used 

to promote negotiation, collaboration, and cooperation and where meaning is created 

through relational dialogue (Goumaa and Hay, 2018, 2). Like critical and transformative 

pedagogies value reflection and dialogue to achieve awareness of one’s perspectives, 

networked learning helps learners critically examine the way they work and live. Where 

critical pedagogy claims that the dialogue must become an equal relationship of trust 

(Freire, 2005, 99-100), networked learning demands that teachers pay attention to issues 

of power, voice, access, and inclusion and in doing so, allows possibilities for creating 

'safe' learning environments which respect diversity and promote democracy (Goumaa 

& Hay, 2018, 2). 

 

Networked online learning can also present challenges. Teaching online can be stressful 

if the teacher finds themself struggling to meet students’ expectations about their 

presence, and they might feel anxiety from their unfamiliarity with a new learning 

environment. This anxiety might also be evoked by the absence of visual cues since the 

online environment does not allow them to see students’ body language and reaction in 

their written texts. (Goumaa & Hay, 2018, 2.) According to Goumaa and Hay, although 

networked learning has many wonderful attributes, it could use some help from action 

learning sets, which assume that learning takes place while working on real-time 

problems occurring in practice. Action learning is based on a pedagogical notion that 

learning occurs when participants work on real-time problems that happen in their own 

setting. This emphasises learning that is “grounded in one’s own experience and directed 

toward self-development where participants can openly share, and acknowledge 

ignorance, confusion and uncertainty”. (Goumaa & Hay, 2018, 2.) Where network 
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learning seems helpful in bringing in critical reflection and dialogue to online learning, 

action learning ties in the student’s own life situation, practice, and action. 

 

4.2.3. Tone and accessibility 
 
The online course will be designed as an asynchronous combination of different forms 

of online elements, which does not allow traditional face-to-face dialogue, but having 

dialogue is essential for the perspective transformation to happen. These two 

contradicting views pose a great challenge for this online course to reach its goals, and 

designing the tone and accessibility well, could help in bridging the gap between them.  

 

When designing an online course, it is important to consider how to structure and 

segment the environment. Just like the design of a building leads people to behave in a 

certain way inside it, so does the design of a learning environment set a tone for the 

whole course. (Bach et al., 2007, 98.) Tone and character are the ways in which the 

curriculum is expressed, communicated, and portrayed by itself. It means the language 

and words that are used in the material, the visuals of the platform and the whole shape 

of the course. A conscious decision must be made about the design of the tone, for it to 

represent the business and the online course in a purposeful way. The types of images, 

video or media that are used, all contribute to the atmosphere of the course. (Jones, 

2020, 34.) The tone can be informal or formal, technical, or deliberately vague, but it 

must be consistent. Representation in language (for example is it gendered or ableist?), 

examples, images and visual language has to be checked. (Jones, 2020, 35.) Humour, 

irony, etc. can obviously be used as devices to set the tone, but they must be somehow 

introduced to students, for example through synchronous communications to deliberately 

communicate personality and using oneself as an example, to avoid misunderstandings. 

(Jones, 2020, 12.) 

 

Having the tone and character of the course right from the start is important since, 

according to Jones (2020, 35), the first moments (even seconds) of a student’s 

interaction with a course will have a significant impact on them. The first impression will 

determine if the student feels welcomed, intrigued, and inspired - or not. The tone and 

accessibility of the course can be evaluated at some point by asking for feedback from 

the students. According to Jones (2020, 51), a good idea would be to design such 

feedback into the course from the start with either informal, regular touch points as part 

of other learning activities or more formally at certain key stages. These regular touch 
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points or activities of giving feedback could also go hand in hand with self-reflection. This 

way they would both become a natural part of the learning process. 

 

In a situation where for some reason the conversation starts being inappropriate, it helps 

if the institution or business has a public policy for acceptable conduct, that can be 

referred to. This policy could already be presented in the introduction stage of the course. 

In addition to the institution’s general policy, having a subject-oriented guide to online 

communication can help. The students are expected to self-police, but the teacher 

should mediate when necessary. (Jones, 2020, 13.)  

 

In an online learning environment accessibility means checking the providing of several 

qualities necessary for the system to run smoothly and the experience to be as user 

friendly as possible. Jones (2020, 32) writes that the basic online design should be 

accessible and able to flex to suit alternative font types, font sizes, colour contrasts and 

colour modes. The format should be readable on any screen or device, and the platform 

should be compatible on a broad spectrum of devices so that it will run even though the 

students would not have the newest hardware and software. Also, the content should 

consider accessibility. The layout and learning design structure should be well described 

and it should all make sense and contribute to an overall understanding of the content. 

Images should all have useful and contextualised descriptions. (Jones, 2020, 32.) 

 

4.2.4. Explicit and well-structured 
 
Since this online course will be fully orchestrated in an online environment, the learning 

and teaching methods will need to be especially carefully selected and applied. Excellent 

guidance for the students on things like time management and clear navigation must be 

provided (Bach, et al., 2007, 100). For the students to be able to take in and process all 

the information given, and for them to have a reasonable chance in reflecting on the 

validity of what they have learned, the online course should be designed to include 

smaller conceptual chunks of activity, that tend to work better than large blocks of text or 

lecture videos that last for hours. These chunks are bits of learning material divided into 

suitable size, complexity, and identity of individual parts of the learning design. (Jones, 

2020, 21.) This is a way to tailor to the cognitive attention of the students by using certain 

interfaces to access online learning material (Jones, 2020, 15). A clearly structured 

online course will allow the students to easily see what they are supposed to do, where 

they will find the necessary info, and when they are supposed to do it. These questions 
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are central to any course but, at a distance, being clear and precise is critical. (Jones, 

2020, 20.) 

 

In a classroom setting it is quite easy to notice miscommunication and misunderstanding, 

which could be considered as a key value of a traditional, physically proximate pedagogy. 

This is far harder at a distance for obvious reasons: signals and signs of communication 

are less obvious at a distance. (Jones, 2020, 11.) For this reason, being clear and explicit 

about the matters discussed is key in good learning results. Jones writes that the 

distance online educator should be truly clear in their communications, use efficient and 

effective language and use short unambiguous sentences with single points. He also 

says that allowing mechanisms for questions and clarifications and encouraging 

interaction with these mechanisms to develop habits of clarification in students would be 

good. (Jones, 2020, 11.) Preparing specific material in a way that will allow tolerance of 

miscommunication and misunderstanding might be a challenge in the design of this 

online course. 

 
Even though this course is completely voluntary, and it is expected that the student is 

motivated to start, continue, and finish after having paid for it, it makes sense to design 

the course to be as engaging as possible. Jones (2020, 21) describes hooks as a useful 

way to link the learning design to students’ intrinsic motivations. In advertising settings 

hooks mean techniques that aim to attract, engage and capture user attention. Examples 

of them might be identifying tempting end goals like understanding the concept of 

sustainability better, feeling good about the newfound understanding, or being able to 

make better choices in their everyday life. (Jones, 2020, 21.) 

 

Albeit this online course is not a part of a formal education system or institution, and the 

pressure for the students to ‘perform well’ or get good grades on it is not relevant, 

designing an efficient, interesting, and user-friendly course is the benefit of all the 

participants, as well as the financial success of the business. Having the time and 

resources to spend hours on this research will obviously be greatly beneficial for a good 

outcome, but it also makes sense to be very realistic about one’s abilities in constructing 

an online course. Derek Jones (2020, 13) describes how the Open University in the UK 

can spend years and hundreds of thousands of pounds on developing a single course 

and how they have teams of web and software developers, administrators, systems 

experts, etc. to help create material for them. In addition, the courses are then brought 

to life by a massively distributed team of tutors, staff tutors and student support across 

the whole UK. He goes on to say that “it feels like an underestimate to say that a single 
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person can’t do it on their own” (Jones, 2020, 13). Proper support is critical in making 

the course meet its justifiable but ambitious goals.  
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5. Ecological issues in the fashion industry 
 

For an online course on sustainable fashion, it is clear that the different sides of the 

ecological issues in the industry must be studied and explained. From material diversity 

to waste and circularity, this chapter will cover the core issues around the fashion 

industry’s ecological problems. Ecological issues, such as pollution and waste, are often 

the first things that people connect to the major problems that the fashion industry is 

causing - but it is not particularly easy to find consistent information about the subject 

that would explain the subject holistically. 

 

5.1 From monocultures to material diversity 
 

Fibres and textile materials play an important part in the complex relationship between 

fashion, textiles, and sustainability. Focusing on materials alone is not going to change 

the entire fashion supply chain to be more sustainable but knowing about different fibres 

and their impacts on the environment will be a good starting point. 

 

In her book Sustainable Fashion and Textiles - Design Journeys (2014, 8) Kate Fletcher 

introduces the idea of material diversity. She calls it an ecosystem-inspired idea and says 

that its purpose is to use ecosystem properties and dynamics like diversity, to help us in 

designing textile products and production systems that are as sustainable as the 

ecosystem they are modelled on. The idea of material diversity promotes the long-term 

health, resilience and effectiveness of the fashion and textile industry, and avoids 

agricultural, manufacturing and fashion monocultures. (Fletcher, 2014, 8.) 

 

Monoculture in the fashion industry means that it is dominated by a large volume of 

equivalent products in a limited range of fibre types. In 2010 cotton and polyester 

together made up almost 85 per cent of the world fibre production. According to Fletcher 

(2014, 8-9), the domination of these two materials means increasing ecological risks, the 

sector’s weak resilience to changing global conditions in both business and environment, 

and reduced consumer choice. A more sustainable way of producing fibres would be 

broadening and diversifying the materials, ecosystems, and supply chains, and letting 

the more resource-efficient and culturally responsive fibres flourish. She writes that for 

example alternatives like flax, hemp and lyocell could bring benefits by reducing 

pesticides and water use, compared to conventional cotton. Instead of polyester, some 

good alternatives might be renewable and biodegradable fibres like wool, which would 
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also reduce the industry’s dependency on petrochemical products including oil. Fletcher 

(2014, 8-9) suggests that the domination of cotton and polyester should be replaced with 

cultivating, processing, and promoting ‘minority’ fibres that would together count as 

majority. The benefits of diversifying would also be more varied and locally sensitive 

agriculture, more regional fibres, more local jobs, and more healthy and socially robust 

environments (Fletcher, 2014, 8-9). 

 

5.2 About fibres 
 

The key challenges in manufacturing fibres sustainably are different for different 

materials. Assessing these varied materials means looking at resources consumed 

(energy, water, chemicals, and land) and waste and emissions produced (water, air, or 

land pollution). (Fletcher, 2014, 11.) These impacts should also be assessed against a 

constantly evolving base of scientific research, which involves a set of social and ethical 

concerns. For example, if carbon emissions are given the highest regard, it will lead to a 

rising interest in carbon-neutral fibre options but concerns about rapidly reducing oil or 

overflowing landfills will lead to an interest in biodegradable fibres and renewable 

resources. (Fletcher, 2014, 12.) All this research is needed, and the evolving data 

combined with a clear set of social and ethical values can help the industry reach the 

goal of making the processes less environmentally impactful and more sustainable. This 

chapter will discuss the most common fibers used in the textile and clothing industry and 

present some alternatives to the two biggest fibres and the sustainability challenges they 

all have. The goal is to give the course participant an overall understanding of the current 

situation and offer knowledge about alternative options. 

 

Fletcher (2014, 11) writes that the presumption that natural fibres are ‘good’ and 

synthetic fibres are ‘bad,’ is influenced by a complex set of factors like raw material 

renewability and biodegradability, or stereotyped associations made with chemicals, 

factories, and pollution. She says that while part of it is indisputable, also natural fibre 

cultivation and processing causes substantial impact. (Fletcher, 2014, 11.) The potential 

environmental impacts of natural textile fibres have not yet been studied as much as 

plastic waste. According to Stanton et al. (2019), natural textile fibres like wool or cotton 

go through multiple environmentally hazardous processes and are therefore inherently 

unnatural. 
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5.2.1 The problematic cotton 
 

As the world’s demand for textile fibre is increasing, also cotton production has recently 

been increasing (Fletcher, 2014, 10). The amount of land used for cotton growing has 

not really changed much in the past 80 years, but in that time, the amount of cotton grown 

on that land has tripled. This is possible with the fertilizers and pesticides used in the 

process - and the side effects of those chemicals cannot be forgotten. Reduced soil 

fertility, loss of biodiversity, water pollution and severe health problems relating to 

exposure to toxic pesticides are some of the well-documented negative impacts of this 

extremely productive cotton growing system. Some of the pesticides used especially in 

the poorest cotton growing countries include chemicals that the WHO (World Health 

Organization) has classified ‘moderately’ or even ‘highly hazardous,’ which means they 

are acutely toxic nerve poisons that can contaminate groundwater. (Fletcher, 2014, 13-

14.) 

 
Cotton is sometimes called ‘thirsty’ because it needs so much water to grow. The amount 

needed is so large, that it should be enough to be a sign of mass production being a 

risky plan - up to 3800 litres of water can be used to grow one kilo of cotton. Even though 

about 50 percent of cotton is rain fed, irrigated watering is a huge problem. Maybe the 

most infamous example of this is the drying up of the Aral Sea, where water was diverted 

from two rivers to grow cotton plants. While water is circulated in a natural cycle and 

therefore cannot be ‘used up,’ the changing access to water and water contamination 

will cause problems. If lakefills of water are being used or contaminated to grow cotton, 

there is less of it for other use like drinking. (Fletcher, 2014, 13-14.) 

 

5.2.2 The problematic polyester 
 
Demand for polyester doubled from 2000 to 2014, and it has overtaken cotton as the 

world’s most produced textile material. The biggest problem with polyester 

manufacturing is energy use and non-renewable resources, but it is problematic also 

with the emissions to air and water. (Fletcher, 2014, 10-11.) Its main impacts stem from 

the political, social and pollution effects of the petrochemical industry and especially the 

growing sense of risk related to the dependence on oil, an increasingly expensive and 

rare resource. (Fletcher, 2014, 16-17.) 
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Another big problem in the mega scale production of polyester is that the material is 

considered disposable but is not biodegradable, and it breaks up in small particles that 

can end up in the earth or waters and from there to the food cycle. Fish from Indonesian 

and Californian food markets are proven to have plastic particles inside their guts - some 

of them in the form of textile fibres. (Leeson, 2016.) A report by the Ellen MacArthur 

Foundation (2017, 21) estimates that around half a million tonnes of plastic microfibres 

shed during the washing of plastic-based textiles such as polyester, nylon or acrylic end 

up in the ocean annually. Microplastics are found everywhere in the ocean from 

Antarctica to Mariana Trench, the deepest part of the global oceans, since they travel 

with the big currents (Siegle, 2018, 18). The small plastic particles floating in the ocean 

absorb in them the chemicals that are also free floating in the water. So, when the fish 

eat the plastic, those toxins pass into the bloodstream and from there to the muscles and 

the fat of the fish. This interferes with reproduction, metabolism, growth, kidney, and liver 

function of the fish. Obviously, this is a problem not only for the fish, but also for the 

people eating that fish. (Leeson, 2016.) 

 

In a recent study by Professor Peter S. Ross and his team from the University of British 

Columbia found that polyester microfibres are found everywhere, also in the Arctic 

Ocean. Out of 97 water samples, 96 had microfibres in them. Their research showed 

that these microfibres were the kind that come from washing clothes made of polyester, 

and underscores the impact that textiles, laundry, and wastewater discharges may have 

in contaminating the oceans with plastic. Also relevant in the study was the 

demonstration that “a single major secondary wastewater treatment plant can release as 

much as 21 billion microfibres into the receiving environment annually”. (Ross et al., 

2021.) 

 

The amounts of plastic produced in a year (about 320 000 million metric tonnes, of which 

a part is for textiles) is such a big amount that the new miracle innovations to break down 

plastic with enzymes, presented as a cure for the plastic waste problem around the 

globe, are nowhere near to actually solving it. It is the fast pace and huge quantities 

produced that have to change. (Siegle, 2018, 7,10.) This includes the production of 

polyester fibre made for fashion, which is not a necessity like a heart valve or other 

lifesaving plastic objects. A large amount of it is manufactured for fast fashion purposes 

and discarded just like plastic bags or straws.  

 

This is not only a fibre problem but also a system problem. Polyester is the world's most 

dominant fibre type - it is cheap, and it has been fueling the fast fashion business model. 
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All fibre types release microfibres, but the synthetic fibres just don’t biodegrade. 

(Fletcher, 2021.) 

 

Even the legendary nature documentary maker David Attenborough has had to talk 

about plastic in his shows. After making the documentary Blue Planet II, his Executive 

Producer James Honeyborne explains how their job was to tell stories about the beautiful 

and impressive marine life and to get people to feel connected to the underwater life. But 

when they started the massive filming operations for the documentary in 129 different 

expeditions, they would find plastic everywhere they looked. Plastic became a part of the 

story because it could not be ignored. To give a contemporary portrait of the oceans, 

they had to include plastic. (Siegle, 2018, 47.) 

 

5.2.3 Alternatives to the two big fibres 
 

As we know, cotton and polyester are not the only fibre options out there. There are more 

of both natural fibres and synthetic fibres that can be used for clothing manufacturing. 

For the purposes of the online course, and because of the high interest on different fibres 

shown on the first customer survey (attachment 2), it makes sense to introduce some of 

the less known fibres that are considered more sustainable than the two big ones, 

conventional cotton, and polyester. The point of this chapter is not to detail every fibre 

option in existence, but to name some of the more sustainable alternatives so that the 

student will get familiar and learn to recognize them for future reference as a conscious 

fashion consumer. Sustainability issues related to different fibres are nuanced and 

involve many trade-offs, and even though there is no ‘perfectly sustainable fibre’, looking 

at the options will give the audience a wider understanding of the situation.  

 

Organic cotton means that it has been grown without the use of synthetic pesticides, 

fertilizers, growth regulators or defoliants. It has the same massive water consumption 

problems as conventional cotton but is missing the negative effects of the chemical use. 

Instead of using chemicals, more attention is put on varieties that adapt locally, and the 

crop is rotated to reduce nutrient losses in the soil. Weed control is done mechanically 

and manually. This drops the toxicity level of the cotton material to zero and overall 

product toxicity (of a cotton t-shirt) is reduced by 93 per cent. (Fletcher, 2014, 26-9.) 

 
Organic production is a set of agricultural practices, and has lower impact on the 

environment, but it also makes the life of the farmers easier compared to growing 

conventional cotton. In addition to the farmers not having to deal with the toxic chemicals 
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daily, the organic production also has a social element and can include different ethical 

production principles that help small producers compete with bigger ones. The Global 

Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) also includes lists of permitted process chemicals and 

recommendations for dyeing and finishing techniques. Organic cotton is considered a 

fairly simple substitute for conventional cotton, unlike for example hemp which is more 

politically controversial and technically challenging. The challenges with organic cotton 

production are its big water consumption and its limited supply. Productivity of organic 

production can be up to 50 per cent less, which might not be enough to meet demand 

and replace conventional cotton in the industry. (Fletcher, 2014, 26-9.) 

 

Wool is a natural fibre that needs considerably less water in its growing and cultivation 

process than cotton, but for it too, various kinds of pesticides are being used. Some of 

these pesticides are injected to the sheep, some are poured on them, and some sheep 

are dipped in a pesticide bath, to prevent parasite infections that might hurt the whole 

flock. According to Fletcher (2014, 14-15), good husbandry practices can significantly 

limit the negative environmental impact of pesticides, while poor practices can have a 

negative impact on human health and ecosystems on the farm and in later downstream 

processing. The significant environmental impacts of wool fibre happen during the 

processing of the raw wool. It is dirty and greasy, so it must be either wet cleaned or 

chemically cleaned. Most of the energy input of the process happens during the wool 

scouring (cleaning), but it still typically requires about three times less energy than 

polyester, and more than four times less energy than for example nylon or acrylic. In 

most countries sheep are grown for their meat, and wool is grown as a secondary product 

and often discarded as waste, exception being the wool from the Merino sheep, which is 

the most important type of wool for clothing production. (Fletcher, 2014, 14-15.) Organic 

wool means that the sheep live on organically grown feed, have clean land to graze on, 

and are not dipped in synthetic chemicals (Fletcher, 2014, 32-34). According to Kumar 

and Suganya (2017, 6) wool’s properties like high durability, inherent flame-resistance, 

and natural water-repellence, and attributes like rapid renewability and biodegradability, 

make it a viable choice for sustainable fibre production as long as the traceability and 

animal welfare standards are followed.  

 
For flax (or linen) growing, some fertilizers and herbicides are used, however compared 

to cotton it can grow with less attention to chemicals, and a little bit less water too. If the 

fibre selection is done by hand, which has traditionally been the case, it does make the 

process more expensive, but it also creates jobs and minimizes fuel use for machinery. 

There is also a challenge in making the flax fibre processing more sustainable. To degum 
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the flax fibre from the stalks, they are placed in small bundles into a water tank so that 

the stalk would rot, and the fibre can be separated - and this process leaves the water 

highly polluted. Some alternatives like dew retting and enzyme retting have been seen 

as best practices, and more recently also new mechanical treatments like steam 

explosion and enzyme treatments are being developed to reduce the environmental 

impact of the flax processing. (Fletcher, 2014, 16.) 

 

Hemp has many properties that make it well suited for low-impact agriculture. It is a plant 

that grows fast, naturally fights weeds and controls pests, and even improves the 

structure of the soil with its strong roots controlling erosion. It also can help clear land for 

other crops and grows so big that its yield would be able to replace cotton. The biggest 

challenge with hemp seems to be, according to Fletcher, that its narcotic properties have 

caused it to be banned in many countries, even though varieties with a low THC (the 

psychoactive compound in it) are available. An environmental challenge for hemp is like 

that of flax - the fibre extraction pollutes the water used in the process. (Fletcher, 2014, 

34.) 

 

PLA (polylactic acid) is a thermoplastic polyester that is derived from renewable sources 

like corn. Compared to polyester, its benefits are that it’s derived from annually 

renewable crops and is compostable, although only industrially. These sustainably 

positive attributes, like energy savings and fewer emissions are shadowed by the 

negative effects that are caused by the big scale, intensive agriculture of corn. The huge 

fields of corn farmed for making PLA could also be used for feeding people instead of 

fibre production. Another challenge is that until the technologies advance, the process of 

making PLA fibre from corn is associated with problems around landfilled biopolymers 

which generate a powerful greenhouse gas, eco-toxicity, and human carcinogens. Also 

bleaching, dyeing and printing of PLA fabric is challenging because of its low melting 

temperature - especially dark shades are difficult to get. These challenges might be 

resolved with more research and testing over time, and even with the current system, 

PLA is still more sustainable than the other polymers available. (Fletcher, 2014, 36-8.) 

 

Regenerated cellulosic fibres like viscose, rayon, modal and Lyocell can be made from 

renewable natural resources like bamboo, corn, or wood. Also, cotton-based fabric waste 

can be recycled and converted into second lifetime cellulosic fibre. Rayon and viscose 

have been manufactured since 1938, and Kumar and Suganya call them the first-

generation cellulose fibres with their lustrous and shiny qualities. Modal is the second-

generation and is known for its softness. Lyocell is third-generation technology, and its 
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advantages include environmental friendliness of its processing and softness, drape and 

anti-bacterial properties. These fibres are sometimes called semisynthetic, to include the 

combination of the natural raw material and the chemical manufacturing process that 

breaks down the cellulose so it can be regenerated into a fibre from the original pulp. 

(Kumar & Suganya, 2017, 11.) 

 

In Finland alone there are multiple research and development processes going on that 

all aim to create sustainable and environmentally friendly textile fibres. Finland has a lot 

of wood, so cellulose is a natural choice for these new fibre types that share 

commonalities but differ in the way they are manufactured. Spinnova makes a cotton 

and linen -like fibre that is made of cellulose mass and can be recycled and re-spun into 

yarn infinitely without it losing its good quality and is naturally biodegradable. Infinite 

Fiber makes a cotton-like fibre out of textile waste, recycled cardstock, or leftover 

cellulose pulp from agriculture. The fibre is recyclable with other textile waste. Ioncell is 

a strong fibre designed in collaboration by the Aalto and Helsinki Universities. It has a 

soft texture and a silk-like sheen, and it can be made of wood, recycled paper and 

cardstock, or textile waste. It is naturally biodegradable. All the above-mentioned fibres 

are recently launched or about to be launched and their manufacturers have big goals 

with building factory capacities and collaborating with national and international 

manufacturers and brands. (Pylkkänen, 2020.) 

 
5.3 Water and dyes 
 
For decades, the misconception that toxic pollution can be diluted and dispersed in the 

environment was widely accepted by the different industrial sectors and the governments 

especially in Europe and North America. Rivers and waterways were used as a 

convenient dumping ground for waste, often leaving a huge and costly legacy of 

hazardous chemical contamination. The environmental movement did years of 

campaigning, and slowly with consumer awareness growing, the industries and 

governments began to shift towards a more precautionary approach where hazardous 

chemicals are banned or restricted. Despite these regulations though, the actual change 

seems to be even slower with loopholes to use and safer alternatives being hard to find. 

And while the EU and North America was making progress, much of the industrial 

manufacturing that had caused the hazardous chemical problem had already been 

outsourced to countries in the Global South. (Greenpeace, 2018, 6.) 
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China, India, Indonesia, and Bangladesh are some of the biggest exporters of textile 

goods in the world. They produce most of the world’s textiles and clothing, and it looks 

like they are left to deal with the pollution on their own. Big brands from the US and 

Europe are pushing the pricing of the market down, and the manufacturers do not have 

a chance to build water treatment plants to protect themselves or their environment. 

Pinaki Ray, Bangladeshi reporter talks about these industries being set up there for 

years, with the only intention being profit increase and no intention towards a clean 

environment. (McIlvride & Williams, 2017.) 

 

Ma Jun, director of the Public & Environmental Affairs in China and the author of the 

book China’s Water Crisis, says that water pollution is one of the most critical 

environmental problems in China. According to Jun water pollution is creating a major 

public health risk in China, with more than 100 million people exposed to the toxins that 

are relieved to the Chinese rivers from the local factories, among them many textiles 

dyeing and leather tanning factories. Textile dyes released in the rivers contain 

brominated flame retardants that interfere with hormone systems and can cause cancer, 

organotin compounds that can affect the immune system, and other chemicals that can 

harm the liver and the central nervous system. Cities of millions have had to shut down 

their water supply because of water contamination or risk of it. During the past 40 to 50 

years the Chinese economy, development and industrialization have seen impressive 

growth, but no pollution control has been done. (McIlvride & Williams, 2017.) 

 

The same situation is happening in Dhaka, Bangladesh, where the River Buriganga is 

being polluted by the garment and tannery industries, and the whole city is listed as the 

second most uninhabitable place in the world. Syeda Rizwana Hasan, a local 

environmental lawyer says that kids walking to school through the tanning factory area 

have lost their sense of smell because of the toxins in the air and water. In Varanasi, 

India, the Ganges River is in a similar sad situation. Overpopulation, especially during 

the religious holidays to celebrate the river, combined with the lack of a sewage or water 

cleaning systems, plus the toxic discharges from the surrounding textile dyeing factories 

have caused the holy river to be severely polluted. When local people use water from 

the river to irrigate their fields, the toxins enter their food chain through the vegetables. 

In Jakarta, Indonesia, the river Citarum is also full of trash and chemicals from the 

surrounding factories. A local environmental activist working with Greenpeace, Hilda 

Meutia, talks about a project where they found unknown discharge pipes releasing toxins 

to the river, and after investigating and following them upstream for a couple of years, 
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they found out that the pipes were coming from factories working for global brands like 

Nike, Adidas, Zara, Old Navy and H&M. (McIlvride & Williams, 2017.) 

 

Reports from Greenpeace confirm what these local investigators in China have seen. By 

taking samples of the wastewater during day and night, they found a wide range of 

hazardous chemicals including alkylphenols - banned for use in textile manufacturing in 

Europe - were being discharged into rivers, as well as perfluorinated chemicals (PFCs). 

(Greenpeace, 2018, 8.) 

 

As many of the textile and leather factories globally are unable to have any water 

treatment systems available, and some of the modern water treatment plants cannot 

even ‘treat’ many of the persistent hazardous chemicals, Greenpeace suggests that the 

only option is to tackle the toxins at their source – by going for zero use. (Greenpeace, 

2018, 8.) 

 

5.4 Carbon footprint 
 
The current environmental, social, and political landscape is being reshaped by the 

negative impacts of the greenhouse gas emissions from human activities (Franchetti & 

Apul, 2012, xi). Other environmental risks exist, but the Earth’s rising temperature is one 

of the most pressing sustainability issues of this generation. With it become the rising 

sea levels, more intense hurricanes, mass flooding, long droughts, high extinction rates 

and a decrease in the global food supply chain. (Franchetti & Apul, 2012, 3.) Another 

worry concerning the rapidly rising carbon dioxide concentration in the air, is the 

relationship between the atmosphere and the ocean that covers seventy percent of the 

Earth’s surface. Gases from the air get absorbed by the ocean, and gases from the water 

get released to the air. When the relationship between those two is in harmony, about 

the same amount is being absorbed and released. This is not the case now. More CO2 

enters the water than comes back out. This causes the pH of the ocean’s surface levels 

to drop, and as the water gets more acidified, it has a negative effect on the underwater 

ecosystems and causes a reduction in biodiversity. (Kolbert, 2014, 113-4, 120.) 

According to Kolbert (2014, 120), ocean acidification is sometimes referred to as global 

warming’s “equally evil twin,” and it has played a role in at least two of the five earlier 

mass extinctions on Earth. In addition to all this, it is worth mentioning that fossil fuels 

are not renewable, and at this rate will be running low during the lifetime of the current 

generations. Reducing the use of fossil fuels is not only beneficial to humans because of 
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the reduction in the greenhouse gases, but also to avoid a major energy crisis. 

(Franchetti & Apul, 2012, 5.) 

 

So far humans have added about 365 billion metric tons of carbon to the atmosphere by 

burning fossil fuels like coal, oil, and natural gas, since the industrial revolution. And 

every year another nine billion tons, or more, is added to that number. (Kolbert, 2014, 

113.) Governments around the world have passed legislation to mitigate the effects, and 

although many organisations, movements and individuals understand the problems that 

climate change will bring, it is not truly clear what everyone should do to help the 

situation. Understanding and measuring the carbon footprint is not simple, and the 

information about it isn’t yet very easily available. (Franchetti & Apul, 2012, xi.) 

 

Managing energy and fossil fuel use means that we must know how to measure it 

(Franchetti & Apul, 2012, 9-10), and for an online course on sustainability issues around 

the fashion industry, some attention must be given to explaining the basics of the carbon 

footprint of our clothing. When talking about carbon footprint, carbon is a shorthand for 

all the different global warming greenhouse gases, like carbon dioxide which is emitted 

by burning fossil fuels, methane which is emitted mainly by agriculture and landfill sites, 

nitrous oxide which is released from industrial processes and farming, and refrigerant 

gases which are emitted in smaller quantities but are typically several thousand times 

more potent than CO2. A product or activity can cause multiple different greenhouse 

gases to be emitted, but to write it out in full would make it confusing. Therefore, the 

carbon footprint is sometimes referred to as CO2 e, carbon footprint equivalent, which 

means the total climate change impact of all the greenhouse gases caused by something 

and expressed in terms of the amount of carbon dioxide that would have the same 

impact. (Berners-Lee, 2010, 1-2.) 

 

It is worth noting that in counting the carbon footprint of something, both direct and 

indirect emissions should be accounted for. (Berners-Lee, 2010, 2-3.) For example, if a 

Finnish clothing brand counts its footprint by looking at its office and its processes locally, 

it will leave out the biggest part of the footprint caused by the manufacturing of the 

materials and clothes overseas. Or if a Finnish person counts their own carbon footprint 

by looking at their home energy use and personal travel habits but leaves out the 

emissions caused by the manufacturing of their phone, computer and all their clothes, it 

will not really give them an exact measure of the person’s whole impact. The carbon 

footprint of a seemingly simple product can turn out to be extraordinarily complex when 

including the whole manufacturing process, so working it out accurately is not easy.  
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In his book How Bad are Bananas?, Mike Berners-Lee (2010) has done the carbon 

footprint calculations for about a hundred products or services. He compares a pair of 

cotton jeans to a pair of old nylon trousers, and is surprised how the jeans, although 

made of natural material, end up having a clearly bigger footprint. Most of it actually 

comes from the use - washing and drying them, and the assumption that they are not as 

durable as the nylon pants which are also faster to wash and dry. (Berners-Lee, 2010, 

93-4.) So, in terms of a carbon footprint calculation, according to Berners-Lee, 

manufacturing and wearing nylon pants is better than cotton jeans. Looking at the matter 

from an even bigger picture though, it might be worth asking, if the carbon footprint tells 

the whole story about the pants’ full impact on Earth. Also, since most of the carbon 

footprint comes from the use, maybe by changing the ways in which it is washed, dried 

and taken care of, the numbers might change distinctly.  

 

LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) is a method for analysing the environmental, social and/or 

economic impacts of a product or a service. The purpose is to figure out how much 

damage does its production, use and disposal make, so that the least harmful option can 

be found. (Franchetti & Apul, 2012, 9-10.) So, although helpful in determining the 

greenhouse gas emissions of a product, calculating the carbon footprint will leave out 

the social and economic impact and the end use of a product, which sometimes can 

weigh a lot on the sustainability scale.  

 

In addition to the carbon footprint explained in this chapter, it is also possible to measure 

one’s water and ecological footprint. The water footprint is like the carbon footprint, as in 

they both show the indirect or direct use of carbon dioxide or fresh water in a product or 

service. The ecological footprint instead, is a measure of humanity's demand from nature 

and the biologically productive land and water that a person, population, or activity 

requires to produce all the resources it consumes and to absorb the carbon dioxide 

emissions it generates. For example, in 2007 the ecological footprint of Earth was 1,5 

times more than the Earth’s biocapacity, which means that we are hugely overconsuming 

our resources. (Franchetti & Apul, 2012, 15.) 

 

No matter which way we measure our footprints, the main goal is the prevention of the 

waste that is entering the environment through air, water, and ground - and that, 

according to Franchetti and Apul (2012, 18), is the broadest and most tricky thing to 

define. Both source reduction and waste reduction belong to it, which means that the 

sources should be used more efficiently, and that the natural resources should be 
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protected under conservation. Population growth in the world is another ingredient in the 

mix since more people will use up more resources. (Franchetti & Apul, 2012, 18.) 

 

For businesses, measuring and managing better their energy use might mean a shift in 

how they measure success. One common way to measure sustainability in business 

operations is the triple bottom line (TBL), which looks at the outcomes in three areas: 

social, economic, and environmental - or in other words: people, profit and planet. With 

the TBL concept in addition to just measuring the financial profit or loss, also the 

ecological and social performance is considered. The point is to make sure that 

emphasis is placed on all the stakeholders of a business or an organization, and not just 

the shareholders. The organizational decision making will then shift from ranking 

alternatives only based on the financial bottom line to evaluating them based on the 

impact they will have on the environment, the culture and the community. (Franchetti & 

Apul, 2012, 19-20.) For individual citizens and consumers, different tools might work 

better. Petteri Taalas (2020), Secretary-general of the World Meteorological 

Organization, believes that marking the carbon footprint in product labels will become an 

everyday life thing soon. He says it is not a simple matter, but that it will direct the 

consumer behaviour by giving people a choice, just like we now have with ingredients 

lists and calories listed in the food packaging (Taalas, 2020). 

 

Sustainability means the effort to balance the effect of human behaviour on earth and 

the earth’s ecological system, so that they would be in harmony and not destroy each 

other. Researchers Franchetti and Apul suggest that the biggest misalignment between 

those two now is the humans’ impact on the climate. (Franchetti & Apul, 2012, 3.) 

 
5.5 Textile Waste and what to do about it 
 

Textile waste and overproduction are one of the fashion industry’s biggest problems. 

“The current system for producing, distributing, and using clothing operates on a 

predominantly take-make-dispose model” (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 36). It is 

an almost completely linear way - substantial amounts of non-renewable resources are 

extracted to produce clothes that are often used for only a brief time, after which the 

materials are mostly sent to landfill or incinerated (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 

3). Academics and activist groups say that the growing number of sustainability efforts 

are just a distraction, if the shifts in the massive production practices aren’t accompanied 

by reductions in volume. The industry still heavily relies on driving increased 

consumption of new products. (Cernansky, 2021.) 
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According to the New Textiles Economy Report by Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2017, 

36), 87 percent of the total fibre input used in clothing manufacturing is landfilled or 

burned. About 73 percent of the input is lost when people discard them after use, 10 

percent is lost during the clothing production as offcuts, and 2 percent is lost when 

garments that are produced never make it to market. The last 2 percent are lost during 

the collection and sorting of discarded clothing. Globally these amounts are so big that 

they are hard to understand, but to visualize it, the report says that overall, one garbage 

truck of textiles is landfilled or burned every second. (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 

36.) 

 

In the USA, it is estimated that the post-consumer textile waste has increased by almost 

fifty percent in the last 25 years. In 2015, 11.1 million tons, 85 percent of clothing ended 

up in the landfills (Diddi & Yan, 2019, 1). According to Diddi and Yan (2019, 1) the belief 

that all donated clothes are resold or reused is wrong and only about one-fifth are - a 

majority ends up in landfills. More than USD 500 billions of value is lost every year due 

to clothing underutilisation and the lack of recycling. This linear system is ripe for a radical 

change. (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 3.) 

 
Another, smaller concern related to the massive amounts of textile waste, is the growing 

amount of online shopping, and the rate that the orders are returned. According to Kevin 

Lyons, an associate professor at Rutgers University in New Jersey who specializes in 

supply chain management and environmental policy, 30 to 40 per cent of all online 

purchases are sent back. That number drops to less than ten per cent for merchandise 

bought at bricks and mortar stores. The problem isn’t just that the returned products 

travel around the world using up energy and releasing emissions, but also that an 

extensive portion of them is not resold but sent to landfills. An estimated 400 billion USD 

worth of merchandise is returned to retailers annually, which generates five billion 

pounds of waste. The problem is not just Amazon, although it did “write the playbook on 

free returns,” it is a problem that all e-commerce giants have. Free shipping and free 

returns sound great for the shopper, but the repercussions of all that follows are tragic 

for the environment and business. (Singh et al., 2020.) 

 

5.5.1 Upcycling 
 
Upcycling means taking a worn out, used or unattractive product, for example a sweater, 

and changing it in a way that makes it desirable, adding to the value of the product. 
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Hence the name upcycling. The term was first made up by Reiner Pilz in the 1990s to 

mean creative use or transforming by-products and waste into novel items. The term 

might be modern, but in practicality, upcycling has been done for a long time, just to 

make things last longer. Orsola De Castro, the co-founder of the Fashion Revolution 

movement, says that upcycling, in addition to slowing down the fast pace that clothes 

are thrown away, is about rigorosity, and having dignity. It takes distinctive design skills 

to create in sustainable ways, and a different mindset to see mending as something 

positive and to celebrate and glorify holes and signs of wear. Upcycled clothes have 

historically not been seen as anything sexy or luxurious, but according to De Castro the 

new generation of sustainable fashion designers is about to change that. Some of them 

are designing the pieces in a way that really hides the upcycling and usage of worn-out 

materials, and some want to show the mending on purpose and make a point of it. (Press, 

2020. a). 

 

For brand protection purposes, millions of meters of fabric can be destroyed just because 

they have a slightly wrong tone in the printing, and millions of ready-made pieces are 

burned because they are slightly inferior in quality. De Castro thinks that all that material 

could be used by redesigning what happens to that waste, instead of just burning it. 

While we are waiting for the technological and systematic innovations around the circular 

economy to advance, technological and creative innovations around upcycling should 

also be invested in. De Castro imagines a world where fashion designers are taught to 

dis-assemble and reassemble, and where garment factories have a creative engineer to 

look at the surplus material before it becomes waste. Upcycling is critiqued because it is 

hard to scale up. It is easier to make clothing from virgin materials, to cut pieces from a 

roll of fabric, instead of figuring out a proper system for taking apart and redesigning 

ready-made clothes. (Press, 2020. a) 

 

5.5.2 Recycling 
 
In common language recycling clothes means extending the life cycle of a used garment 

by taking it to a second hand or thrift store. This is a clever idea but taking into 

consideration the amount of clothes that is taken to these resellers annually in many 

parts of the world (due to the nature of fast fashion), it is not a sustainable choice overall. 

According to Haule et al. (2015), the most common avenue of extending the usage of 

textiles garments is through the export of second-hand clothing to Africa, but this way of 

recycling textiles adversely affects the local textile manufacturing industry. 
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Fibre recycling means that old fabric is torn and broken to make new fibre. Traditionally 

it involves adapted carding machines for tearing up the old fabric. This technique can be 

used for any fibre type, and involves not just unravelling the fabric structure, but also 

breaking the fibres into shorter lengths. These fibres are re-spun into new yarn, but 

because of the shorter fibre length the quality of the yarn (and fabric) is considered lower. 

It does save a lot of resources though compared to virgin material production. Innovation 

to extract longer fibres especially in natural fibres is happening slowly. (Fletcher, 2014, 

41-2.) 

 

According to Fletcher (2014, 2-3) synthetic fibres can be recycled both mechanically and 

chemically. Examples of mechanical recycling are the use of post-industrial fibre waste, 

and post-consumer plastic, like water bottles, which are ground and melted to make the 

new fibre. Chemical recycling of, for example polyester, involves a chemical breakdown 

of the polyester polymer which is then repolymerized. This recycled material is purer and 

more consistent than the polyester produced by the mechanical method but requires a 

lot more energy to make. (Fletcher, 2014, 2-3). 

 

Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2017, 25) mentions recycling in their report on a new textile 

economy and lists it as one of the key elements in changing the industry to be more 

sustainable. According to the report, clothing design and recycling processes should be 

aligned, so that the recycling possibilities are considered already at the design and 

production stage. Choosing and inventing new materials and blends that can be 

recycled, and developing efficient recycling processes for these, is a crucial step in 

scaling up recycling. Also, the tracking and tracing technologies need to be provided, to 

find materials in the recycling process. The existing recycling and sorting technologies 

for common materials should be improved to capture the full value of the materials in 

recovered clothing. Another big part of improving our current recycling systems is 

implementing clothing collection at scale, and in locations where it currently does not 

exist. (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 25). As the problem of textile waste is global, 

Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2017, 25) suggests that guidelines on comprehensive 

collection should include a set of global collection archetypes, allowing for regional 

variation but building on a set of common principles. 

 

5.5.3 Circularity 
 
Circular economy means a model of manufacturing and consumption, in which the 

existing materials and products are used as long as possible by sharing, leasing, reusing, 
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repairing, and recycling. The goal is to make the product’s life cycle longer and minimize 

waste. The opposite of circular economy is the traditional linear economy, in which 

products are manufactured, used, and thrown away. This model requires enormous 

amounts of cheap, easy to reach materials and energy. In a linear economy, products 

are meant to be used only for a short amount of time, and in some cases their early 

obsolescence is planned, for example by building defects into a device to make it expire 

at a set date or after a set number of cycles. (European Parliament News, 2020.) 

 

The current system for producing, distributing, and using clothing is an example of an 

almost completely linear way. According to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s report on 

a new textiles economy, it is estimated that more than half of fast fashion produced is 

disposed of in just under a year. This wasteful, linear system leaves economic 

opportunities untapped, puts pressure on natural resources, pollutes and degrades the 

environment and its ecosystems, and creates significant negative societal impacts at 

local, regional, and global scales. A lot of people own more clothes than they have time 

to wear, but keep buying new ones, and then end up throwing them away after less than 

ten wears. (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 19.) 

 

As discussed already in the previous chapter, the linear economy model is not only 

wasteful but also expensive. According to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s report, the 

current way of throwing away 99 percent of the material used to produce clothing instead 

of recycling it to make new, stands for a loss of more than USD 100 billion worth of 

materials each year. In addition to this lost value, a significantly high cost is associated 

with disposal. As an example, the report shows that in the UK alone, the cost of landfilling 

clothing and household textiles each year is approximately USD 108 million. (Ellen 

MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 20.) 

 

The circular economy model would mean that the whole textile and fashion industry 

would take an upstream, systemic approach to sort out the root cause of the system’s 

wasteful nature - low clothing utilization and low rates of recycling. It would involve a 

complete transformation in the way clothes are designed, produced, sold, used, 

collected, and reprocessed. (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 22.) In a new textiles 

economy, materials and products never end up as waste, but instead keep their value 

during use and re-enter the economy afterward. This system, according to the 

foundation, is different but complementary to the other ongoing efforts to make the 

textiles system more sustainable. (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 3.) 
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To make reality of the enormous task of changing the system for better, information about 

it must be spread around especially inside the fashion industry professionals. Design 

students need to learn how to rethink traditional ways of approaching design to consider 

the entire lifecycle of a garment, and factor in reducing waste from the outset (Press, 

2021, b). Scaling up short-term clothing rental, making durability more attractive and 

increasing clothing utilization further through brand commitments and policy, in other 

words to break free from their increasingly disposable nature, are ways in which 

businesses can start looking at the shift. Also aligning clothing design and recycling 

processes, investing in technological innovation to improve recycling systems, 

committing to recyclable materials, and drastically reducing the use of non-renewable 

materials are some of the ways businesses in the industry should learn more about. 

(Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 23-5.) 

 

For consumers, increasing the average number of times clothes are worn is a way to 

take part, since it is the most direct way to capture value and design out waste and 

pollution in the textiles system (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 24). 
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6. Social issues in the fashion industry 
 
Most people are already aware of some of the issues in the fashion industry’s supply 

chains and garment worker’s rights, and for the online course on sustainable fashion to 

give a good understanding of the problems in the industry, and why some businesses 

are trying to do better, the social side needs to be studied and explained in some detail. 

This chapter explains the history of the growth of the clothing and fashion industry, 

discusses the various kinds of oppression that is connected to the industry and highlights 

some of the action that is happening to make a positive change. 

 

In the following chapter the information around the problems in the clothing industry will 

be discussed and combined with the theories of the Brazilian philosopher and educator 

Paulo Freire, who’s text on oppression and liberation has been very influential in the 

process. In his most famous book Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1972, 31) he says that 

“Any situation in which A objectively exploits B or hinders his pursuit of self-affirmation 

as a responsible person is one of oppression.” As we can see in the following data, the 

history of the textile and clothing industry is a story of constant oppression and fight for 

human rights. 

 

6.1 Fashion industry - globalizing the sweatshop since 1840 
 

The two big words needed to describe the clothing and fashion industry’s growth are 

industrialization and globalization. Looking at how the industry ended up like it is today, 

will give the reader a better understanding of the situation as a whole. The trajectory of 

workers’ movements is deeply connected in the dynamics of world politics (Silver, 2003, 

xv), and always reflects the economics and values of the time.  

 

In the 1960s only 4% of the clothes sold in the USA were imported, while in the mid-70s 

the percentage was 31, and in 2007 it was almost 90% and climbing (Howard, 2007, 38). 

 

“Sweatshops” have become a mainstream way to describe the way a product has been 

manufactured in conditions that are not beneficial or safe for the worker, and where fast 

pace is more important than the wellbeing of the worker. Historically, the term 

“sweatshop” originates from the 1840s New York, when the growing number of European 

immigrants poured into American cities in search of freedom, and desperate for work at 

almost any wage. The industry expanded, as the purchasing power of women created a 
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mass market for their clothing. Back then, the term related to the kind of manufacturing 

where the work is let out to contractors to be done in small shops or homes, and thus 

isolated and unknown. It was contrasted with the factory work, which was seen as a way 

for the manufacturer to own their own factory and where the workers could organize and 

develop a mutual understanding. (Howard, 2007, 33.) 

 

Beverly Silver describes in her book Forces of Labor - Workers’ Movements and 

Globalization since 1870, the beginning of the mass production of textiles around the 

world and writes that there were many contributing factors in the major growth. Firstly, 

the start-up costs of a textile factory in terms of fixed capital were relatively small, and 

the necessary standardized machinery was easily available for import - by the 1890s 

there was significant mechanized textile production in the USA, Europe, India, China, 

and Japan. Secondly, by then even poor countries had a mass consumer market for the 

textile industry’s output. Lastly, even though mechanized textile production was new with 

the industrial revolution, textile production had been widespread since the pre-modern 

times. Many countries with a long history in textile production quickly adopted the new 

mechanized forms and advanced the rapid spread of the industry. (Silver, 2003, 85-6.) 

 

According to Silver (2003, 89) by the 1920s the globalization of mechanized textile 

production had led to intense competitive pressure worldwide. This resulted in textile 

manufacturers striving to rationalize production and cut costs, which in turn the workers 

felt in their skin all over the world in different textile factories ranging from Mombay to 

North Carolina to Shanghai. (Silver, 2003, 89.) 

 

Peter Dicken describes in his 2011 book Global shift - Mapping the Changing Contours 

of the World Economy, how dramatically the gap between the richest and the poorest 

countries progressively widened, as industrialization and globalization proceeded. He 

writes that in 1820, the ratio between the richest and the poorest countries was 3:1, and 

by 2007 it had grown to a staggering 92:1. In 2010, approximately 1.2 billion people lived 

below the international poverty line, which means they have less than 1.25 USD per day. 

(Dicken, 2011, 316.) 

 

The same widening gap between rich and poor people is happening in the big 

metropolitan cities. “Cities like New York and London contain both highly sophisticated 

economic activities, with their highly paid cosmopolitan workforces, and large supporting 

workforces in low- and medium-level services” (Dicken, 2011, 316). This results in a high 

degree of social and spatial polarization in these cities. Income inequality in New York is 
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growing more sharply than in the USA as a whole. UK’s figures from 2010 show that it 

had the most geographically uneven income distribution anywhere in the EU. (Dicken, 

2011, 316-7.) 

 

Situation in developing countries is not any better. Dicken (2011, 318-9) writes that the 

criticism of industrialization in developing countries is that its material benefits have not 

been widely diffused to most of the population, and that most of the developing countries 

have a more unequal income distribution than the least equal developing countries. He 

does mention though, that the recent numbers might suggest positive changes in some 

of the developing countries.  

 

During the 1970s, 80s and 90s, the globalization of the world economy developed and 

intensified in new ways. Many of the things we used in our daily lives, became derived 

from an increasingly complex geography of production and distribution. Most products 

developed such a complex geography, that labels of origin began to lose their meaning. 

(Dicken, 2011, 1.) This is a good description of the manufacturing systems used in the 

global clothing industry – in one piece of clothing the fibre can be made in one city or 

country, the fabric weaved in another, the construction into a garment in a third, and so 

on. 

 

The reality in the clothing factories, and the position of the garment worker has not 

changed that much in a hundred years, writes Alan Howard (2007, 31) in his article 

Labour, History, and Sweatshops in the New Global Economy. He says that the places 

have shifted and spread, and the skin colour of the workers tends to be darker, but we 

are confronted with the same manmade plague today, which a hundred years ago most 

Americans considered an insult to human dignity. (Howard, 2007, 31). The question is: 

how did we figure out a way to get rid of most of the American and European sweatshops, 

but cannot seem to figure out how to get rid of the ones currently existing in other places?  

 

Howard (2007, 34-39) has some concrete examples of workers helping each other to 

reach better conditions, as he writes about the beginning of the American clothing 

workers unions, which had a clear effect on the slow but inevitable improvements on the 

workers' rights and wellbeing of the country. He describes how in 1909, a walkout of 

several hundred workers from the Triangle Shirtwaist Company in New York’s garment 

district sparked a strike of 20 000 shirtwaist makers throughout the industry. The strikers 

were mostly young Jewish and Italian immigrant women, the most wildly exploited 

workers in the industry at the time. The strike then became a cause as community 
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leaders - particularly socially conscious and socially prominent women - raised funds and 

galvanized public opinion in support of the strike. The following year, also in New York, 

60 000 male cloak makers paused the industry with a general strike, which led to the 

signing of what was called the Protocol of Peace, which was cited as a model worth 

emulating in a time of rising industrial unrest. Out of the chaos of the American 

sweatshops, a new concept of industrial democracy had appeared, and employers were 

required to recognize the union and a union shop, set up a grievance procedure and a 

Joint Board of Sanitary Control to police health conditions in the shops. (Howard, 2007, 

34.)  Despite the clear progress that has been happening in the industry there are still, 

according to Howard in 2007, more than 400 000 apparel workers in the USA earning 

less in real wages than they did in 1955. (Howard, 2007, 39.) 

 

In today’s global economy and trade, the American or European workers’ unions or laws 

can barely protect themselves, let alone the garment factory workers over in the 

developing countries. According to Howard (2007, 36-40) the concept of “trade” does not 

even always fit the description that suggests an exchange of goods between nations. 

Instead, the industry is being organized along global “commodity chains” dominated by 

a handful of large retailers. These retailers are setting the price, specifications of design 

and quality, and that is making the system seem more like activity within a single 

transnational enterprise than the act of one country selling goods to another. The pricing 

pressures created by these huge retailers have driven the production to lower wage 

sectors of the global economy (to developing countries), and the system is repeating the 

sweatshop model described in New York in the beginning of the 1900s. It has extended 

to an international level and has driven down standards throughout the industry 

worldwide. Another part of this majorly unequal system are the multiple free-trade zones 

existing in many places in Asia and South America, and in the USA, where desperate 

workers are transported into these areas to live and work as virtual slaves. (Howard, 

2007, 36-40.) 

 

According to Oxfam International (2020) the world’s richest 1% have more than twice as 

much wealth as the 6.9 billion people, nearly half of the world’s population is living on 

less that 5,50 USD a day, and every year 100 million people are pushed into poverty 

because they must pay out-of-pocket for healthcare.  

 

During times of global crisis, often the most vulnerable people are suffering the most. 

During the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic, Business of Fashion said that the global health 

crisis is accelerating the decline of companies that were already struggling before the 
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pandemic. As furloughs became the norm in many companies, some of the clothing 

brands kept paying their workers, while others didn’t. For many companies it was 

impossible to pay workers when there was no money coming in, and the people working 

further down the supply chain, were the ones in most trouble - people without safety nets 

like savings, insurance, adequate government welfare packages, or maybe legal 

documents. (Press, 2021, c)  

 

To save themselves, big clothing companies made mass cancellations of orders that 

were nearly or fully completed. In April 2020, the Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers 

and Exporters Association (BGMEA) estimated that there were 953 million readymade 

garments for export, worth about 3 billion USD, that had been cancelled. (Press, 2021, 

c) This is an example of a situation where the polarized realities between the highly paid 

cosmopolitan workforces (fashion brands) and the marginalized, large supporting 

workforces in low-level services (garment workers) see a vastly different reality during a 

global crisis.  

 

Journalist and author Elisabeth L. Cline says in an interview with Clare Press (2021, c), 

that it is an outrage that the garment workers are experiencing one of the most historic 

and influential economic and health crises, without money that is owed to them. Cline 

does not believe that the companies do not have the money, but instead thinks that they 

just do not want to take the financial risk and pay up. She also predicts lawsuits against 

these big clothing brands that have for years kept the economy of these developing 

countries from getting better by pressing down the costs of manufacturing, and now are 

refusing to pay these workers that are suffering from hunger and extreme poverty in the 

middle of a global health crisis. (Press, C. 2021, c)  

 

It seems that since the beginning of the industrialized textile work, the labour-capital 

conflict has been an ongoing fight, often the result being a complete victory of capital 

over labour (Silver, 2003, 86). Global supply chains have distanced the clothing brands 

from the garment workers so much that there is no cohesive traditional working class 

with “leftist politics” and unions. The working class is structurally disaggregated and 

disorganized and more prone to “a politics of resentment”. (Silver, 2003, 86.) 

 

Alan Howard (2007, 32) describes the change of the clothing industry as a struggle 

profoundly influenced by the prevailing economic and political climate of the times and 

by the force of public opinion that both shapes and reflects those times.  
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6.2 Human rights - how things should be 
 
United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), proclaimed by the 

United Nations General Assembly in Paris on 10 December 1948, sets out fundamental 

human rights to be universally protected. It is a beautiful document that resulted from the 

experience of the Second World War. With the end of that war, and the creation of the 

United Nations, the international community vowed never again to allow atrocities like 

that happen again. The declaration is meant to serve as a road map to guarantee the 

rights of every individual everywhere, no matter their nationality, place of residence, 

gender, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, language, or any other status. (United 

Nations, 2020.) 

 

It is written in the UDHR that Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in 

cooperation with the United Nations, the promotion of universal respect for and 

observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms, and that:  

 
“Every organ of society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive 

by teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and 

by progressive measures, national and international, to secure their universal and 

effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples of Member States 

themselves and among the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction.” (United 

Nations, 2020.) 

 

The International Labour Organization (ILO) was created in 1919, as part of the Treaty 

of Versailles that ended World War I, to reflect the belief that universal and lasting peace 

can be accomplished only if it is based on social justice. Today it is focused on building 

an ethical and productive framework for a fair globalization. The founders of the ILO 

recognized the importance of social justice in securing peace, against a background of 

the exploitation of workers in the industrializing nations. There was also an increasing 

understanding of the world's economic interdependence and the need for cooperation to 

obtain similarity of working conditions in countries competing for markets. The areas of 

improvement listed in the original Preamble of the ILO remain relevant today, including 

the regulation of working time and labour supply, the prevention of unemployment and 

the provision of an adequate living wage, social protection of workers, children, young 

persons, and women. (ILO, 2020, a) 
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ILO creates international labour standards, which are legal instruments drawn up by the 

ILO's constituents (governments, employers, and workers) and sets out basic principles 

and rights at work. They are either Conventions, which are legally binding international 

treaties that may be ratified by member states, or Recommendations, which serve as 

non-binding guidelines.  

 

Conventions and Recommendations are drawn up by representatives of governments, 

employers and workers and are adopted at the annual International Labour Conference. 

Once a standard is adopted, member states are required to submit it to their competent 

authority (normally Parliament) within a year for consideration. In the case of 

Conventions, this means consideration for ratification. If it is ratified, a Convention comes 

into force for that country one year after the date of ratification. Ratifying countries 

undertake to apply the Convention in national law and practice, and to report on its 

application at regular intervals. In addition, representation and complaint procedures can 

be started against countries for violations of a Convention that they have ratified. (ILO, 

2020, b)  

 

Guy Ryder, the tenth Director-General of the ILO has emphasised that the future of work 

is not predetermined: “Decent work for all is possible but societies have to make it 

happen” (ILO, 2020, a). According to ILO, economic development should include the 

creation of jobs and working conditions in which people can work in freedom, safety, and 

dignity. International labour standards are there to ensure that economic development 

still is focused on improving the life and dignity of people and, according to ILO it helps 

governments and employers to avoid the temptation of lowering labour standards in the 

hope that this could give them a greater comparative advantage in international trade. 

(ILO, 2020, a)  

 

ILO’s Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is one of the ways in which businesses 

affirm their principles and values, both in their own internal processes and operations 

and in their interaction with other actors (ILO, 2020, c). 

 

6.3 Violations to the rules - how things are 
 

A fairly quick observation makes it clear that these above-mentioned declarations, 

conventions and recommendations about human rights are wildly, broadly and 

systematically violated among the fashion industry supply chains. People are losing their 
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lives working in the fashion industry, and a good example of that is what happened in 

Bangladesh about eight years ago. 

 

On 24 April 2013, the Rana Plaza building in Bangladesh collapsed - 1138 people died 

and 2500 were injured, making it the fourth largest industrial disaster in history. There 

were five garment factories in the building, all manufacturing clothing for the western 

market. (Fashion Revolution, 2020, a.) None of the brands with manufacturing in 

Bangladesh came forward, but for example Primark, Joe Fresh and Benetton labels were 

found in the wreckage, and that seemed to be the only way to prove who was producing 

their clothing in the building (Press, 2016, 46). 

 

Kalpona Akter is a former child labourer who began working in a garment factory at age 

12 with her brother who was 10. By 17, she had been fired for standing up for her own 

rights, and those of her colleagues. She is now the executive director of the Bangladesh 

Centre for Worker Solidarity (BCWS) and in an interview with Clare Press (2020, b), she 

talks about the reality of living in Bangladesh and working in garment factories like Rana 

Plaza. Bangladesh is the second to largest garment industry in the world after China, 

employing about 4 million garment workers. About 3,5 million of them are women, most 

ages 18 - 24 and many with children. (Press, 2020, b.) 

 

Akter describes how many of the women working in the garment factories move from the 

countryside to the garment districts desperate for a job. They end up living in houses 

with 20 families and must battle for kitchen space and for toilet turns, and their personal 

space is non-existent. The days are long, and the everyday work has so much pressure 

in meeting the unrealistic production targets, that often they cannot take a break to eat, 

drink water or go to the bathroom. If the target is not met, the rest of the work must be 

done at home with no pay. The minimum wage in Bangladesh (in the moment of 

recording circa 2015) was 68 dollars per month, which is not enough for even one 

person’s monthly costs, according to Akter. She says that comprehensive research must 

be done about what would actually be a fair living wage for the Bangladeshi workers, for 

the workers to finally get more than the current minimum wage. (Press, 2020, b.) 

 

Akter also explains that the terrible accident at Rana Plaza was not the only one. Before 

that, another garment factory got burned and several employees (and one of the owners) 

of the factory were killed in the fire because the doors were locked from the outside, to 

prevent the possibility of workers stealing some of the products in the middle of the day. 

“Our life is less expensive than the merchandise. It is cruel, and inhumane,” says Akter. 
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The buildings are not constructed in a safe way, and often regular office buildings that 

are not meant to take the weight of the workers, fabrics and machinery, or the vibration 

of the huge generators, are turned into factories without permits. On the morning of the 

Rana Plaza factory collapse, there had been a crack in the building and even though the 

workers were afraid to stay inside, they were physically forced to go back in. She had 

personally been at the site for 17 days after the collapse and describes how the air was 

polluted with rotting bodies, and the screaming and crying voices of workers and their 

family members. (Press, 2020, b.) 

 

In addition to the violations mentioned in Kalpona Akter’s interview, labour abuse at the 

garment factories can mean things like illegality of union organizing, 12 ½ hour workdays, 

no days off, non-payment of wages, mandatory pregnancy tests or even forced birth 

control (Brooks, 2007, 34, 84).  

 

The reality in the fast fashion garment factories is in an obvious contrast with ILO’s 

standards or the United Nations UDHR - specifically the UDHR’s 23rd and 24th articles 

about everyone's right to just and favourable conditions of work, right to ensuring for 

himself and his family an existence worthy of human dignity and right to rest and leisure, 

including reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay. The 25th 

article says that:  

 

“Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-

being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical 

care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of 

unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of 

livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.” (ILO, 2020, c) 

 

In the light of the reality of the garment workers lives, it is clear that in some point of the 

supply chain the promises are broken, and declarations are forgotten. 

 

Baroness Lola Young is a professor of Cultural Studies at Middlesex University in the 

UK and a co-chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Ethics and 

Sustainability in Fashion. In 2004 she was appointed an independent crossbench 

member of the House of Lords. According to her, modern slavery is criminal activity 

based on making profit. The word enslavement suggests that the person concerned has 

not consented and the work is not voluntary, but instead someone enslaves them and 

takes away their rights. She also thinks that racism is a part of the problem of the modern 
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slavery, as well as the complete disconnection between the over-developed world’s 

contemporary person, and the understanding of processes of manufacturing and 

making. (Press, 2020, c.) 

 

Baroness Young has introduced a private members bill that seeks to extend the reporting 

requirements of the modern slavery act (passed in UK 2015). Section 54 of the modern 

slavery act says that any company with a financial turnover of 36 million pounds or more 

must report on what it is doing to try to get rid of modern forms of slavery from throughout 

its supply chains. In the fashion industry, the supply chain is highly distributed and so 

complex that the brands aren’t considered to be responsible for the conditions in which 

their clothes are manufactured. She asks what it is about the current business model 

that is so problematic that we can look away and demands the companies to change 

their business models. One way of changing those models is through legislation. (Press, 

2020, c.) Article 4. of the UDHR says that “No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; 

slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms” - and still, according to 

baroness Young, in every single country it is estimated that some modern forms of 

slavery and exploitation exists - for around 40 to 45 million people globally. (Press, 2020, 

c.) 

 

According to the Global Slavery Index 2018, fashion is one of 5 key industries implicated 

in modern slavery. It also estimates that on any given day in 2016 there were 403,000 

people living in conditions of modern slavery in the United States, a prevalence of 1.3 

victims of modern slavery for every thousand in the country. While modern slavery clearly 

occurs inside the United States, the realities of global trade and business make it 

inevitable that the United States, like many other countries in the world, will also be 

exposed to the risk of modern slavery through the products it imports. Garments up to a 

value of 47 billion USD are annually imported by the US from countries and industries 

considered at risk of using modern slavery in the production of clothing. The Global 

Slavery Index clearly states that policymakers, businesses, and consumers must 

become aware of this risk and take responsibility for it. (Global Slavery Index, 2018.) 

 

The latest headlines about modern slavery have been about the situation of the Uyghur 

in Xinjiang, China. According to Eetti ry (2021), 85 percent of all the cotton produced in 

China (fifth of the cotton produced globally) comes from this autonomous region that is 

systematically being exploited by the Chinese government. Xinjiang is populated by 

about 12 million Uyghurs, and they differ from the Han-Chinese by language, culture and 

religion. In 2017 China started building closed, heavily controlled “re-education camps”, 
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and says that they are for battling terrorism, far Islamism and poverty. In reality, the 400 

camps have been randomly filled with about one million Uyghurs and other minority 

members. Survivors from the camp talk about torture, rape, forced sterilization and 

brainwashing that has been going on systematically for years. Kids from Uyghur families 

are also separated from their families with no grounds. (Eetti ry, 2021.) 
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7. Sustainability in the world of fashion 
 
Looking at the data in the previous chapters, it seems clear that the fashion industry has 

a lot of problems, and that the systems around it are too wide and complicated for any 

one person to change for the better. It is also important to remember that we as citizens 

and consumers do play a small part in the system, and that there are some things that 

we can have a concrete effect on. Debating over who’s responsibility it is to fix things 

might not make the change happen, but it makes sense to know what each part can do 

to make a difference. 

 

This chapter explores the sustainability efforts in the world of fashion from two different 

points of view. Chapter 7.1 introduces the work that can be done to promote sustainability 

from the industry’s point of view, goes through solutions that have been found to work, 

and highlights some of the sustainability efforts that different organisations and 

businesses have started. Chapter 7.2 looks at the sustainability efforts from the point of 

view of a fashion consumer and highlights some of the ways in which an individual can 

make a difference. 

 

7.1 Sustainable fashion industry - a contradiction? 
 
After the Rana Plaza factory crashed down in 2013, and the number of people who lost 

their lives was affirmed, the human rights organisations along with local authorities and 

a global network of news reporters started figuring out why this tragedy had happened 

and who was in charge. Riots broke out in Dhaka’s garment district, and as the news 

stories of unethical practices started coming out, Bangladesh’s Prime Minister ordered 

the arrest of the Rana Plaza owners. Clothing labels were found at the site of disaster, 

which proved very clearly the names of the companies that had production in the 

building. (Press, 2018, 45.) Reputation and brand image are particularly important for 

the big businesses, but even after a scandal like this, the brands seemed to be getting 

off lightly.  

 

Somewhere in the fashion supply chain’s decision-making process, there is a time when 

the question turns from numbers and profit to values. How fast does the manufacturing 

process have to be, knowing that the choice has to do with the workers wellbeing? How 

much can the volume grow, knowing that the choice has to do with exploiting natural 

resources. What can be done, so that the fashion system would be less destructive? 
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Alan Howard (2007, 35) recognizes the power of workers in defending themselves and 

of government in regulating the industry. He writes that the most effective weapon 

against sweatshops, and the most reliable indicator of progress in the battle is the 

organized strength of the workers themselves. In the US, the clothing industry was 

stabilized, and social and labour laws were passed, by setting and enforcing national 

standards, which were created over time by contractual demands and fierce debate 

around the government sanctioned code and labelling plan for the industry. (Howard, 

2007, 35.) We do know that the few Asian countries that have raised the living standards 

of working people, are also the ones with growth in unions or government income and 

trade policies that encourage a more equitable distribution of wealth than unregulated 

markets would allow. (Brooks, 2007, 8.) 

 

Petteri Taalas, the Secretary-General of the World Meteorological Organization (2020), 

seems to agree. According to him, climate change will be prevented with the financial 

help from both businesses and private consumers. Public funding alone will not solve 

this issue, and the governments must direct the consumer behaviour of the citizens and 

the investment operations of businesses towards a certain direction. “If we won’t be able 

to prevent climate change, we’ll be seeing negative effects in people's wellbeing and 

economics that last for hundreds of years,” he says. (Taalas, 2020.) 

 

The ILO says that it is important to emphasise the voluntary nature of Corporate Social 

Responsibility but admits that while global supply chains have created jobs and opened 

up prospects for economic growth, employment relations and the pace of production may 

have had in certain cases negative effects on conditions of work. They also say that the 

issue of whether contemporary globalization is a source of prosperity or is aggravating 

inequality and injustice is still very much debated. (ILO, 2021.) 

 
Claire Press (2018, 48) writes that while governments and other old-style power 

structures are key to the work of rewriting laws and regulations, they won’t and can’t 

alone build the movement for change. A movement for change needs to, among other 

things, catalyse community involvement and to find localized ways to continuously bring 

new people to the movement through a unified strategy and a common purpose (Press, 

2018, 48). 

 

Gwilt (2011, 59) writes about the role and influence of a fashion designer across the 

phases of design and production. She suggests that fashion designers need to rethink 
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their roles and behaviours in the context of sustainable design strategies. She adds that 

even though a growing number of fashion designers are aware of their responsibility to 

engage with sustainable and ethical practices, they feel unable to work within the 

sustainable framework. It seems like the whole conventional design process needs to be 

questioned. Gwilt suggests that instead of the conventional design process, a more 

holistic approach would be essential for the fashion designers to be able to integrate 

more sustainable design strategies. Instead of briefing the designer only about market 

expectations within budget and manufacturing constrains (economically driven factors), 

it would be imperative that the manufacturing would also be measured by its impact on 

environment and society. (Gwilt, 2011, 60.) In micro, small, and medium size businesses 

the reach and influence of the designer extends across the entire design and production 

process, which might make the designer’s sustainability efforts more possible (Gwilt, 

2011, 62). The collective process provides the designer with a mechanism for positive 

change (Gwilt, 2011, 72).  

 
Gwilt (2011, 64) also mentions that sometimes the fashion designers, used to receiving 

a certain type of a brief with no mention of environmental or sustainable concerns, 

appear to resist the inclusion of sustainable strategies. For the fashion designers to feel 

more inclined to make sustainable choices in their work, they would have to understand 

the sustainable design strategies better, link them into the fashion design and production 

process and apply lifestyle thinking into the design brief. (Gwilt, 2011, 69 – 70.)  

 
Before an alternative method of practice can exist, the teaching, learning, and using the 

fashion design and production processes must also be critiqued (Gwilt, 2011, 72). This 

is what Radclyffe-Thomas et al. (2018) proceeded to do with their study. They created a 

range of teaching resources and learning sessions in line with the United Nation’s 

Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) and in doing so used the 

lens of sustainability to explore every aspect of the fashion industry: production, design 

and promotion. The research aims to understand how to design and implement a model 

of responsible fashion business education that responds to social and environmental 

needs and resonates with new generations of students who demonstrate an increased 

interest in concepts of shared social, environmental, and economic value. (Radclyffe-

Thomas et al., 2018, 1-2.) 

 

One big factor in disrupting the current fashion systems is the rapid growth of second-

hand clothing market. According to Fast Company (2021) while the fast fashion industry 

is still expected to grow 20 percent in the next ten years, the second-hand fashion’s 
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growth is expected to be 185 percent. In 2019, second-hand clothing expanded 21 

times faster than conventional apparel retail did. It seems that the image of second-

hand clothing being worn out and tainted has faded away, and many consumers consider 

second-hand clothing to be of identical or even superior quality to unworn clothing. A 

trend of buying second-hand clothes and reselling them has also emerged, particularly 

among young consumers. (Fast Company, 2021.) 

 

If over production and over consumption are the key factors driving the destructive fast 

fashion systems, then a major scale second-hand clothing trend might make the industry 

more sustainable. A contradiction is obvious though. For the fast fashion industry to slow 

down and the over production and consumption to end, the numbers on fast fashion 

growth should drop radically. Buying second-hand clothing and shipping it all over the 

world with the same speed as fast fashion, will not really change the system, or solve 

the problems related to ecological and social sustainability.  

 

“Slow fashion is a conscious effort to move away from the excessive 

consumerism encouraged by the fast fashion industry through changing 

consumer behaviour and forcing the industry to embrace sustainability and to 

produce high-quality fashion. Unlike fast fashion, the primary focus of slow 

fashion is a continued commitment to creating fewer collections per calendar year 

with pieces made from high-quality materials that lengthen the life of the garment. 

Slow fashion is founded on the principles of conscious consumerism, 

environmental sustainability, and transparency, with design and production 

methods upholding high ethical standards.” (Falkiewicz, 2019.) 

 

7.1.1 Transparency and global manufacturing 
 

The Fashion Transparency Index 2020, made by Fashion Revolution, reviewed 250 of 

the world’s largest fashion brands and retailers, and ranked them according to how much 

they disclose about their social and environmental policies, practices, and impacts. 

According to the Fashion Revolution website, the index is a tool to incentivize and push 

major brands to be more transparent and encourage them to disclose more information 

about their policies, practices, and supply chain. Public disclosure and transparency 

invite the customer in and allow them to exercise their right to find out more, whereas 

non-disclosure perpetuates a non-inclusive system, where citizens are expected to trust 

brands who have continued to put profit and growth more than anything else. Businesses 
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can say beautiful and sustainable-sounding things on their websites and in their 

marketing material, but without a clear, measurable system it is difficult (or impossible) 

for a consumer to understand the reality. Without transparency we cannot see or protect 

vulnerable people and the living planet. (Fashion Revolution, 2020, b.) It must be 

mentioned though, that the Transparency Index is a useful tool for motivating businesses 

in being more open about their work, but even if all the fashion brands did it, it would not 

solve all the industry’s problems. It is not about which brand does the best, but about 

who discloses the most information. Transparency does not equal sustainability but can 

help us in seeing what needs to be done. 

 

In Finland, Eetti ry (2021) had asked over 100 Finnish clothing businesses, if their value 

chain has cotton, synthetic fibres or manufacturing facilities in China, and if so, how are 

they making sure that their products are not produced with the forced Uyghur labour in 

Xinjiang. 40 businesses answered the questionnaire, and 27 of them (all the ones that 

knew that some of their value chain is in China) said that they had started action to figure 

it out. 17 of them had specifically tried to find out about production in Xinjiang, but only a 

few told what they had found out in their enquiries. (Eetti ry, 2021.) This is a concrete 

example of the transparency situation within the clothing businesses. 

 

Transparency also on a garment’s content, production history, and properties for use 

and after use (for example information on substances of concern and resource use, 

durability and care information, or details on material content and recycling options) is 

crucial for informed actions (MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 33). If the consumer does not 

have the information about the quality and impact of the product, it is harder for them to 

choose according to their values. Different measurement tools, like the Higgs Index by 

The Sustainable Apparel Coalition can help assess products’ content and the negative 

impacts of individual actors within the textiles industry, as well as their ongoing efforts to 

transform their practices for a new textiles economy. (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 

33.) 

 

Greenpeace (2018, 5) states that the detoxing process (discussed more in chapter 6.1.3) 

brought about another layer of best practices - with supply chain involvement there 

comes transparency. The brands were required to publicly report about the progress of 

their wastewater testing, and as a natural step from that, some of them chose to also 

share all 3 tiers of their supply chain list. Some were even ready to include the fourth, 

concerning their fibre production. (Greenpeace, 2018, 5.) 
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Transparency is also connected to stimulating demand for recycled materials. According 

to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2017, 25) increasing demand for recycled materials 

through clear commitments to using more recycled input could dramatically accelerate 

the uptake of clothing recycling. Better matching supply and demand through increased 

transparency and communication channels, as well as policy, would further help 

stimulate demand. (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017, 25.) 

 

Brands telling their customers openly about their supply chains, materials or pricing is 

being transparent, but claiming to be sustainable without proper grounds is 

greenwashing, which means advertisements or campaigns that highlight the 

sustainability efforts of the company but do not tell the big picture of the company’s 

ecological or social impact. This can mean for example launching a big marketing 

campaign for a line of organic cotton garments, when in actuality the line is only a 

microscopical part of the company’s production. 

 

Greenwashing can also mean highlighting the brand’s social sustainability efforts in a 

questionable way. Ethel Brooks (2007, 8-9) writes about how in the early 1990’s, when 

the first images of child labour started appearing in the news, big companies like Wal-

Mart and Levi Strauss both ended up using child labour for both production and 

advertising purposes. The point was to clear their name from being associated with 

things like child labour during the aftermath of being publicly accused of having underage 

workers. Wal-Mart’s project was launching a “Buy American” campaign for a part of its 

products. This way nativism and shopping were reconciled with social conscience. This 

gave the audience the idea that the child labour presented in the news images is a 

Bangladeshi problem, which can easily be resolved by avoiding clothing produced 

outside of the United States. (Brooks, 2007, 8-9.) 

 
Levi Strauss instituted a code of conduct in 1992, and publicly carried out inspections of 

its Bangladeshi factories, checking for age and placing underage garment workers into 

schooling programs. Levi Strauss agreed to pay for the girls' school tuition, books and 

uniforms, and the contractors agreed to stop employing underage workers, and to 

continue to pay salary for the girls if they attended school. They also pledged jobs for the 

girls after completion of their schooling. This innovative solution does sound good, but a 

critical viewer might ask if any thought were given to the interests of the girls who would 

have to eventually return to the factories after their few years of school. (Brooks, 2007, 

9.)  
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A question worth asking here might be: if a fashion designer in a large-scale company is 

not able to see or have any effect on the sustainability strategies of the clothes that she 

is designing (as discussed in the previous chapter), how can an average fashion 

consumer even get close to knowing what goes on in the garment production process? 

Is the global fast fashion industry just too big and complicated to course correct? The 

opposite of fast and global is slow and local, so looking at the movements highlighting 

local productions might give an idea on how the fashion industry could follow their lead. 

 

Franchetti and Apul (2021, 5) write that some of the practical action towards fighting 

climate change is happening already around our societies, and one example of those 

efforts is the local food movement and the buy-local campaigns that aim to support local 

economies, which are typically less reliant on fossil fuels and extensive use of energy. 

Shorter transportation distances reduce fossil fuel demand and for example local food 

systems are less dependent on fossil fuel derived pesticides. (Franchetti & Apul, 2021, 

5.) Hazel Clark (2008, 428) writes that conceptually the start for slow fashion is the Slow 

Food movement, which is providing a framework for more sustainable living, based on 

approaches to food production and consumption. A more local fashion supply chain 

would mean making use and taking advantage of the textile materials that can be grown 

and manufactured locally in each continent or area. 

 

Sustainable fashion is born out of the need to do things differently within the fashion 

systems or working outside the conventional fashion systems. Hazel Clark (2008, 427) 

writes about the three “lines of reflection” connected to slow fashion: the valuing of local 

resources and distributed economies, transparent production systems with less 

intermediation between producer and consumer, and sustainable and sensorial products 

that have a longer usable life and are more highly valued than typical consumables. 

Reflecting on the fashion industry’s systems through those lines, they provide models for 

more socially aware design, and the outcome enables us to uncover new ways of 

thinking about fashion and sustainability, which draw both on theory and on practice 

(Clark, 2008, 429). According to Clark (2008, 429) those slow approaches:  

 
“challenge existing hierarchies of 'designer, producer, and consumer,’ question 

the notion of fashion being concerned exclusively with the ‘new,’ challenge 

fashion's reliance on image, present fashion as a choice rather than as a 

mandate, and highlight collaborative/coop”. 
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 "Think globally and act locally" has become a popular slogan where consumers are 

assumed to have a sense of global responsibility (Clark, 2008, 429). One emerging 

creative strategy is to take a local approach to designing and making fashionable clothes. 

The utilization of localized resources can provide an alternative to standardization, 

centralization, and moreover, to identical products (Clark, 2008, 430). 

 
Since a fast paste of existence and an increasing busy-ness is a central feature of the 

global culture of our time, the idea of slow living might seem provocative. If speed is 

equated with efficiency and professionalism, then suggesting slowness is to show an 

alternative set of values and a refusal of choosing the workplace over other domains of 

life. (Craig & Parkins, 2006, 1.) Craig and Parkins (2006, 3) highlight the fact that slow 

living does not mean a slow-motion version of the postmodern life, but its patterns and 

practices are deliberate and conscious. Investing in something with significance with 

attention and deliberation and engaging in mindful practices which make us consider the 

purpose of each task (Craig & Parkins, 2006, 3), is what can make the slow movement 

a good example to follow also in the fashion framework.  

 

Levänen et al. (2021, 7) recommend the development of business models that couple 

high-quality products with information technology that helps to communicate 

sustainability aspects of the product as well as the importance of extending the product’s 

use time. This sounds extremely interesting, looking at the goals of the online course 

crafted in this research, since its purpose is to educate the customers of a small 

sustainable fashion brand. For many everyday products, such as textiles and clothing, 

repair and refurbishment services may also be interesting business areas (Levänen et 

al., 2021, 7). 

 

7.1.3 Initiatives striving for ecological sustainability 

 
In 2011, Greenpeace launched its Detox campaign to address the widespread use of 

hazardous chemicals in the textile and clothing manufacturing, which were being 

released into waterways all around the world. The goal was to make global brands take 

responsibility for the impacts of their supply chains and commit to achieving zero 

discharges of hazardous chemicals by 2020. 80 brands from different fashion sectors 

took up the challenge. (Greenpeace, 2018, 4.) 
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According to Greenpeace it took a lot of investigating and documentation about 

hazardous chemicals restricted in the EU and US routinely discharged in the Global 

South to get all the brands on board. In cooperation with Greenpeace and The ZDHC 

(Zero Discharges of Hazardous Chemicals) foundation the companies started by signing 

the Detox commitment which was set up as a blacklist for hazardous chemicals (MRSL, 

Manufacturing Restricted Substances List)) banned across all stages of manufacturing. 

The plan was ambitious with elimination timelines and target levels to be reached in 

wastewater. Cutting these hazardous chemicals requires in-depth involvement of brands 

with their suppliers during the whole supply chain, including the often-insufficient 

chemical management practices on the ground, where the textiles and leather goods are 

dyed and treated. (Greenpeace, 2018, 4.) This is not a simple task for a big, global brand.  

  
During the detoxing challenge some of the hazardous chemicals were proven to be 

unnecessary to the process, or just gimmicks with a disproportionate environmental cost. 

Some, again, were necessary and their replacement with less toxic substitutes turned 

out to be problematic. Greenpeace writes that the companies had difficulties with cost, 

availability and robustness of the alternatives, and the lack of recognition and 

cooperation from regulators and policymakers, in the EU and countries of manufacture. 

They had also said that the chemical industry itself is not helpful and does not seem to 

take responsibility for the safety of their chemical formulas. (Greenpeace, 2018, 5.)  

 

Despite the difficulties along the way, most of the Detox companies did end up achieving 

satisfactory results - in 2018, 72 percent of them reported the complete elimination of 

hazardous PFCs (perfluorinated compounds), one of the key chemical groups 

highlighted by the campaign, and all of them made noteworthy progress. (Greenpeace, 

2018, 5.) 

  
Bunny McDiarmid, Executive Director of Greenpeace International, writes that even 

though some positive results have been seen, it is particularly important not to stop here 

(Greenpeace, 2018, foreword). The progress made by the Detox companies means 

there is now no excuse for the whole textile industry not to endorse and implement Detox. 

The bigger picture problem isn’t just the chemicals though. The massive amounts of 

textiles produced can never be sustainable. Waste mountains are growing and 

microplastic pollution is spreading to the ocean, and according to McDiamird, it is on all 

of us to reject the current system and push for a change - it is now time for a change in 

basic assumptions towards forward-thinking business models in line with planetary 

boundaries. (Greenpeace, 2018, foreword.) 
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The multi-disciplinary BioColour project that represents scientists from ten different 

research units (including the University of Helsinki and North Carolina State University) 

develops new methods for bio-based dye and pigment production and applications. Non-

toxic and biodegradable colourants enable more sustainable solutions for textiles, 

coatings and packaging and strive towards bio and circular economy. They investigate 

forest and food industry side streams as sources for dyes and pigments and focus on 

agricultural sources and microbes which produce colourants. The aim of the project is to 

create a colourful palette of yellows, reds, browns, greens, blues, and blacks using bio-

based dyes and pigments. The project also studies the cultural, social, and ethical 

aspects of biocolourants. “A small variation in colour is typical for biocolourants and they 

may not be as bright as synthetically produced colours. This project aims to invoke 

discussion about ‘novel aesthetics’ with product experiments and art exhibitions – it 

provides an opportunity to question synthetic colourants’ position as the ‘normal’.” 

(Biocolour, 2021.)  

 

7.1.4 Initiatives striving for social sustainability 
 
Fair Trade International is an organization that aims to change the way trade works 

through better prices, decent working conditions and a fairer deal for farmers and 

workers in developing countries. A product with the Fairtrade mark means producers and 

businesses have met internationally agreed standards which have been independently 

certified. They say that farmers and workers have a strong voice at every level of 

Fairtrade, from how they invest in and run their local organizations to having an equal 

say in Fairtrade’s global decision-making. (Fairtrade, 2020, a.)  

  
Because of the specific challenges of the textile industry, such as low wage levels, lack 

of workplace safety, lack of freedom of association, gender-based violence and forced 

labour, they have launched the Fairtrade Textile Programme. It aims to engage all actors 

across supply chains to build capacity, drive change, and positively impact workers lives. 

Businesses, suppliers and factories all play a pivotal role in empowering factory workers 

and increasing their wellbeing. The programme currently engages almost 30 textile 

producers and has four main streams of work underpinned by different activities: 

workers' rights, living wage, health & safety, and new ways of auditing. (Fairtrade, 2020, 

b.)  
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Workers’ rights include for example training workers on representation and raising 

awareness of their rights, building capacity of trade unions, and grievance handling by 

local partners- NGOs and trade unions- as point of contacts for workers. Living wage 

means raising awareness on the importance of a living wage among factory managers 

and brands, doing cost analysis in factories, working on fair purchasing practices, or 

increasing efficiency of production units through better work planning and equipment. 

Health & Safety means increasing workers’ awareness about health risks and protection 

from accidents, training specialized workers on chemical management and 

environmental protection, analyzing risks in ginning, spinning, printing and dyeing, plus 

a youth employment program that offers best practice in protection from child labour and 

forced labour. New ways of auditing mean for example involving workers as part of the 

audits by having worker representation or certification advisory to factory’s internal 

auditing teams by training compliance committee and compliance teams. (Fairtrade, 

2020, b.)  

   
Simone Cipriani is the founder of the UN’s Ethical Fashion Initiative (EFI), a flagship 

programme of the International Trade Centre, a joint agency of the UN and World Trade 

Organization. The EFI connects skilled artisans and micro producers in places like 

Kenya, Mali, Burkina Faso, Haiti and Afghanistan, to the international value chain of 

fashion by working with brands like Stella McCartney, Vivienne Westwood and Adidas. 

The work provides an income for some of the poorest people in the world and promotes 

the growth of sustainable business in place of aid dependency. Cipriani says in an 

interview with Clare Press (2020, d) that EFI is not charity, but instead they wanted to 

engage with the artisans and create jobs. He emphasizes that continuity is very important 

because it’s a programme, and not a project. He adds that they have a very hands-on 

approach to the work. They manage the supply chain and work in several development 

activities like capacity building, social impact assessment, implementation of labour 

standards, and also the building of the workers entrepreneurial capacities. The EFI is 

cooperating with producers and manufacturers in developing countries, and Cipriani 

says that if sustainable ways of manufacturing are possible there, they are definitely 

possible in developed countries. (Press, 2020, e.)  

  
Cipriani also reminds that even though some people think that the fashion industry and 

value chain is silly and frivolous, it is actually a serious business which allows us to bring 

about a lot of change all over the world. He says that if properly used, it can be an agent 

of change. The future is about sustainability, because without it, there is no future. It is 

our own personal engagement that is changing the world. (Press, 2020, d.)  
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Fashion revolution is an organisation started by Carry Somers, a key player in the UK’s 

growing ethical fashion scene at the time, and her friend Orsola de Castro, a designer 

for an upcycle label ‘From Somewhere’ and an active in the sustainable fashion hub at 

the London Fashion Week, after the Rana Plaza factory complex collapsed in 

Bangladesh in 2013 (Press, 2018, 46-7). They work to achieve cultural, industry and 

policy change specifically in the fashion industry.  

  
Although started out as a local organization with no political expertise, Fashion 

Revolution is now a major organization that brings awareness to people around the world 

about the challenges and injustices happening in the clothing industry (Press, 2018, 48). 

They call themselves a global movement, and have Country Offices in 14 different 

countries, and country teams working in multiple different countries in every continent. 

They are transparent about their funding (their yearly financial statements can be read 

on the webpage) and rely on support from citizens around the world to help them create 

free and accessible resources and impactful campaigns to demand a clean, safe, fair, 

transparent and accountable fashion industry. They do this through research, education, 

collaboration, mobilization, and advocacy. (Fashion revolution, 2020, c.)  

  
Fashion Revolution Week, organized every April, works as a reminder of the horrible 

accident in Rana Plaza and urges people to be conscious of their fashion choices. Their 

most recognizable and visible strategy is to ask, “Who made my clothes?”. They believe 

that when people keep asking brands about where their clothes are made, it puts 

pressure on the brands to be open about their supply chains, and on the manufacturers 

to make sure their factories are safer. They believe that the industry is starting to change, 

but the story is far from over. (Fashion revolution, 2020, d.)  

  
The Fashion Revolution website has a comprehensive collection of information around 

the challenges in the clothing industry, and they provide resources and downloads for 

citizens, brands, retailers, producers, unions, educators, and journalists to get involved. 

Most resources are free of cost and booklet downloads are donation based. Fashion 

Revolution demands radical, revolutionary change by connecting all the different parties 

in the fashion supply chain and supporting all of them in being transparent.  
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7.1.5 Responsible fashion brands 
 

As the giant fashion industry and the legislation to ban chemicals and processes that are 

harmful for the environment and the garment workers are terribly slow in changing for 

the better, some fashion businesses have taken it upon them to innovate new ways and 

solutions for fixing the broken system. Some do it by taking political action, some are 

striving towards scaling up upcycling, and some work on improving fibre recycling or 

natural dyeing processes. This chapter presents some examples of companies that are 

striving for ecological sustainability in diverse ways.  

  
Patagonia is a US based outdoor gear company, that is transparent about their 

environmental and social responsibilities and shares information about their own facilities 

and their suppliers across the supply chain. The company has been openly and 

unapologetically political since the 1970s, calls itself “the Activist Company” and publicly 

advocates for environmental protection, fair trade and stricter labor standards (Gelles, 

2018). Patagonia has a self-imposed Earth tax, 1% for the Planet, that provides support 

to environmental non-profits working to defend air, land, and water around the globe. 

They guarantee everything they make, so all the products can be sent back for repair, 

replacement, or refund. Damage due to wear and tear can be repaired at a small charge. 

(Patagonia, 2021.) In 2018 Patagonia made it to the international news by filing a lawsuit 

against President Trump and his administration for their plans on sharply reducing the 

size of two national monuments in Utah called Bears Ears and Grand Staircase-

Escalante. Their argument was simple: The Antiquities Act of 1906 gave presidents the 

power to create national monuments - but it did not grant the power to reduce them. 

(Gelles, 2018.) 

  
Tauko Design is a Finnish women's clothing business that has been pioneering in 

upcycling or reusing rental bedsheets that the textile renting companies have removed 

from their first lifecycle as bedsheets for hotels or hospitals. They collaborate with textile 

rental companies in Finland and Germany by collecting and reusing textiles which would 

be downcycled or burned. Instead, the materials are upcycled, adding to the value of the 

material, and making its life cycle longer. (Tauko Design, 2021, a.) They also provide a 

service for alterations and mending for their clothing in their studio workshop in Helsinki 

(Tauko Design, 2021, b).  
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Pure Waste is a Finland based company that makes cotton blend fabrics and clothes out 

of 100 percent recycled raw materials. They use the offcuts of other cotton garment 

manufacturers, sort the pieces by colour, recycle it by mechanically opening the fibres, 

mix it with chemically recycled polyester fibre from PET bottles, and spin the combination 

to new yarn. The material is not dyed; the colour of the waste defines the colour of the 

final product. According to the calculations of their environmental impact done by a third-

party commission, savings of the Pure Waste T-shirt are about 50% on CO2 e and 

energy, and more than 99 percent on water consumption, compared to a conventionally 

manufactured T-shirt. (Luiken, 2021, 4.) Recently, they have also published the carbon 

footprint of their products on their website. 

  
Citizen Wolf is an Australian company that specializes in making custom fit t-shirts. 

Because of the customization, they only manufacture products that they sell, thus making 

no overproduction and having no worries about what to do with it. Also, for every tonne 

of carbon that is created in the manufacturing, they sequester it by five times via the New 

Leaf Project, a Tasmanian biodiversity project that aims to rewild 27,390 hectares of 

different forest back to high quality wildlife habitat, much of which had been previously 

used for commercial forestry. This means that their products are considered not only 

carbon neutral but carbon negative. They are transparent about their manufacturing 

processes and detail their carbon footprint openly at their website. (Citizen Wolf, 2021.) 

 

7.2 Critical and sustainable fashion choices in our everyday life  
 

As people become more aware of the problems in the fashion industry, businesses start 

taking it more seriously too. At the moment, bigger fashion businesses can hire an in-

house sustainability coordinator or director, and smaller businesses can choose to use 

different services from sustainability coaches and mentors. For a private person it is not 

that straightforward. Fashion consumers must be their own sustainability mentors, and 

in charge of their own education and knowledge. Therefore, designing an online course 

about the matter seems timely. 

 

Kate Fletcher makes an interesting point about the knowledge around sustainability by 

writing about different fibres: 

 

“Indeed, perhaps one of the greatest challenges of sustainability is to become 

skilled at this task; to be comfortable with complexity; to soak it all up, yet not feel 

disempowered. Our holy grail is to be able to translate knowledge of ‘big picture’ 
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issues (like diversity, ethics, or consumption), and ‘small picture’ detail (such as 

a fibre’s LCA profile) and still be able to make decisions that are simple, practical 

and insightful.” (Fletcher, 2014, 43.) 

 

Although she is probably talking to fashion designers or designer students aiming to use 

this info in their work, it sounds like good advice for any person struggling with keeping 

up with the information on sustainable choices, also for the writer of this research, and 

the participants of the online course designed with it. 

 

Global discussion about sustainability might seem overwhelming and thinking about an 

individual's part in making a positive change can therefore feel pointless. Fashion 

Revolution (2021) did a project called “Manifesting Utopia,” and asked 2300 individuals 

from across the global north questions about spirituality and sustainability. They 

concluded that their most shocking finding was that while 97 percent of those surveyed 

do think about creating a better society, only 4 percent feel well-equipped to imagine how 

things can be better in the future. Fashion Revolution (2021) suggests that it is not only 

information that people need, but also possibilities like time, space, and tools to use their 

imagination, to be able to collaborate, get practical, and create the kinds of better 

societies that the planet needs. According to them:  

 
“Relationships with nature, interconnectedness, new ways to express identity and 

a focus on alternative education are critical for this whole ‘sustainability’ thing to 

keep rolling in the fashion industry. Easing that anxiousness is key and what 

helps with this messy process is a sense of  connection not only to ourselves but 

to the cosmos we are all a part of.” (Fashion Revolution, 2021, a.) 

 

7.2.1 Getting pickier and happier 
 
The purpose of discussing the more sustainable personal fashion choices is not to 

suggest that the individual is to blame on the mess that the industry has created, but 

rather give examples on how critical thinking and personal wellbeing, while also loving 

clothes, can help fuel the change in the industry. One of the goals of the online course 

is to influence people's thoughts on their own behaviour as fashion consumers and 

talking about critical thinking or purposeful clothing maintenance is a safe way to make 

a complicated and even abstract issue feel more personal. 
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According to the research of Arto Salonen (2010, 244) the biggest internal barrier for 

acting in line with sustainable development is the lack of information. Having enough 

information to control the systems and the big picture in one’s mind is an important 

attribute when shifting to an everyday life of sustainability. Instead of focusing on the 

details only, we would need to learn more about the causal connections between nature, 

humans, and economic life. Buying a product would not be based only on the affordable 

price, but in the comparison of its ecological, economic, and social impacts. This way we 

would fortify a socio-materialistic system that is based on our own values and attitudes. 

(Salonen, 2010, 47.) The second biggest internal barrier in Salonen’s study was the lack 

of time. Consumerism highlights the quantity of tasks and achievements, which then 

creates busy-ness, and the quality in things decreases its meaning. (Salonen, 2010, 46.) 

 

High costs are the biggest external barrier in having a more sustainable lifestyle 

(Salonen, 2010, 247). This might sound familiar to a consumer wanting to support local 

and sustainable fashion businesses but realises quickly that the pricing is out of their 

budget. The second biggest external barrier was the lack of one’s chance in making a 

difference (Salonen 2010, 247). 

 

Those who doubt their own chances in making a difference, might benefit from listening 

to someone who has been in the frontlines fighting for the rights of the garment factory 

workers. Kalpona Akter, the former child worker in a Bangladeshi garment factory, and 

the executive director of the Bangladesh Centre for Worker Solidarity, tells how after the 

Rana Plaza factory collapse in 2013 a global outcry for the workers' rights put enough 

pressure on so many brands to sign into a legally binding agreement (The Bangladesh 

Accord on Fire & Safety) that during 2016 there were no lives lost in garment factory 

accidents. She says that the consumer's voice is crucial and powerful in the supply chain. 

(Press, 2020, b.)  

 
Some concrete tools might also be helpful in navigating the world of sustainable fashion 

industry. Shades of Green is a tool, that is now being researched and designed at the 

FINIX research group in Finland, in cooperation with different partners consisting of 

material researchers, textile designers, sustainability science skills, legislative and 

communications professionals and digital technology experts. The Shades of Green is 

aiming to communicate a product’s level of environmental and social sustainability to the 

consumer and encourage them to make sustainable choices. According to the 

researchers in the FINIX consortium, consumers react positively towards sustainability, 

but the attitude does not turn into actions. (FINIX, 2020.)  
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According to psychologist and economist Per Espen Stoknes, the biggest obstacle to 

dealing with climate disruptions is in our minds. Building on a growing body of psychology 

and social science, he spent years looking into the five inner defences that stop people 

from engaging. Hearing news about climate, the first defence, distance, comes up 

quickly. Climate sounds like something far away in space or time that it seems outside 

from our circle of influence, and we feel helpless about it. The second defence is doom. 

Climate change is usually framed as a looming disaster, bringing losses, cost, and 

sacrifice, which makes us first fearful, but after the first fear is gone, the brain soon wants 

to avoid this topic altogether. After decades of scary climate change communications, 

we get desensitized to doom overuse, and many of us are now suffering a kind of 

apocalypse fatigue, getting numb from too much collapse porn. The third defence, 

according to Stoknes, is dissonance. For example, if what we know about fossil fuel use 

contributing to global warming, conflicts with what we do -- drive, fly, eat beef (or shop 

fast fashion), then so-called cognitive dissonance sets in. This is felt as an inner 

discomfort and we may feel like hypocrites. To get rid of this discomfort, our brain starts 

producing justifications about, for example, someone else driving even more than us or 

our small actions not mattering in the big picture. The fourth defence, denial, does not 

come from lack of intelligence or knowledge but is a state of mind in which we are aware 

of a problem but live and act as if we would not know. This is often reinforced by family 

or community that agrees not to raise this tricky topic. The fifth and final defence is 

identity, in which values can overcome facts. Stoknes (2017) tells an example of a 

climate science denial situation that is based on values and identity where alarmed 

climate activists demand more regulation and government action, and rich western 

conservatives hope for less governmental interference and lower taxes. If climate 

science then comes and says government should expand further, then the conservative 

values will probably make them trust that science less. In this way, cultural identity starts 

to override the facts. (Stoknes, 2017.) 

 

According to Stoknes (2017), after recognizing how these five defences kill engagement, 

we can flip them over into key success criteria for a more brain-friendly climate 

communication - to the five evidence-based solutions for what does work. First, we can 

flip distance to social and make climate feel near, personal, and urgent by bringing it 

home. We can do that by spreading social norms that are positive to solutions. Peer-to-

peer influence has the power to create the new normal. Doom can be flipped to 

supportive by reframing climate as being really about the human health. Delicious plant 

base food, for example, is good for people and the climate. Climate can also be reframed 
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as being about new tech opportunities, safety, or new jobs. Psychologically, to create 

engagement, on balance three positive or supportive framings should be presented for 

each climate threat mentioned. Dissonance can be flipped into simpler actions, which is 

often called nudging. By better choice architecture, we can make the climate-friendly 

behaviours default and more convenient. For example, food waste at buffets goes down 

if the plate size is reduced a little, because on the smaller plate it looks full but on a big 

one it looks half empty, so we put more on it. Smaller plates make a significant difference 

for food waste - and there are hundreds of smart nudges like this. Identity can be flipped 

with better stories. Human brain loves stories, and we need better stories about where 

we want to go and about heroes and heroines of all kinds that are making real change 

happen. (Stoknes, 2017.) 

 

Knowing our fibres and being conscious of where and how often we buy our clothes (and 

who made them) is obviously important, but according to Salonen (2010, 252) the healthy 

dependence between people, sense of community, is the single most crucial factor in 

sustainable development. It decreases the meaning of material things in people's 

everyday life and increases wellbeing that is based on the strength that people give each 

other. Individualistic consumerism is the backbone of our unsustainable development. 

When this is not questioned, we bypass the actual things like friendship and communality 

that bring us wellbeing. (Salonen, 2010, 253.) Like the slogan of the Finnish recycling 

center says: “You are more than a consumer.” (Kierrätyskeskus, 2016.) 

 

7.2.2 Shopping alternatives and sewing skills  
 

In this chapter the fashion consumer’s practical behaviour is analyzed from two different 

points of view. One side of the story is what happens before a piece of clothing is 

purchased, and the other is what happens after. The goal is to give the online course 

participant tools on reflecting their actions as consumers and citizens and helping them 

in recognizing their own responsibility and possibilities for action.  

 

As discussed before, shifting to a more sustainable everyday life will require some 

internal and external transformations from all of us. Changing how we feel about buying, 

owning and using things (clothes included) is a part of that process. Instead of buying a 

new piece of clothing from a store or online, there are different options available, 

although sometimes depending on one’s geographical location. As mentioned in the 
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beginning of chapter 6.1, for example second-hand clothing is experiencing a rapid 

growth and the thought of it being something cheap and tainted is fading away. 

 

Armstrong et al. (2015) write in their study about the possibilities of product-service 

systems (PSS) and them being alternatives to conventional consumption. Their findings 

indicate a moderate level of interest in a variety of clothing-related PSS features, clothing 

take-back, swaps, and consultancy being the most popular ones. Younger consumers 

were interested in schemes evidencing experiential, innovative and social approaches 

(renting, swapping) while older consumers were interested in services that emphasized 

product satisfaction (redesign, repair/maintenance, customization, consultancy). The 

biggest reasons for positive perceptions of the clothing PSS were environmental benefits 

as well as emotional aspects like experiential or social features of the PSS model, the 

ability to meet fashion needs, and increased product satisfaction. Lack of trust in the 

service provider and lack of accessibility to the product or the technical requirements 

were some of the negative perceptions towards the PSS model. (Armstrong et al., 2015, 

30.) Product-service systems like renting clothes also involves laundry and repair 

services, which provide traffic for more local businesses (Nurmi, 2017). 

 

For example, renting clothing might sound like a good way to lengthen a garment’s 

lifecycle, but looking closer to its environmental impact, it is also somewhat problematic. 

Using life cycle assessment, Levänen et al. (2021) compared the global warming 

potential (GWP) of five ownership and end-of-life scenarios for creating and using a pair 

of jeans. The scenarios were: (a) basic use with waste disposal; (b) extended use; (c) 

re-selling; (d) industrial processing into new raw materials; and (e) a rental service. Their 

results showed that the lowest global warming impacts are achieved in the extended use 

scenario, and the second lowest are achieved in the re-selling scenario. Surprisingly, the 

use of rental services is likely to increase customers’ mobility, and if that happens in a 

large scale, then the rental service scenario has the highest GWP. Levänen et al. (2021, 

7) highlight the role of behaviour, which is the most critical success factor in both 

extended use and re-selling scenarios, which also provide largest GWP reductions. If 

the renting scenario has a higher GWP than basic use with waste disposal, then in 

addition to spreading existing circular economy (CE) practices and developing new CE 

innovations, more attention should be paid to customers’ choices and preferences in 

different situations. According to Levänen et al. (2021, 7): 
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“diverse CE strategies will not achieve their potential if they are not crafted so 

that their implementation generates reflection among their target audience about 

which types of products and services are really needed in a good life.” 

 

In other words, if people keep consuming as much as they do now, no new CE system 

will be able to make much of a difference. The new study suggests that if rental 

companies change their logistics to make them more climate friendly, renting would, 

environmentally, be on a level with reselling. The most sustainable way to consume 

fashion is still to buy fewer items and to wear them for as long as possible. (Elan, 2021.) 

 

Sometimes the change in our minds can happen with very small actions. Eetti ry is trying 

to slow down our own fashion consumption pace with a campaign called #lempivaatteeni 

[my favourite clothes], which encourages Finns to consume clothing responsibly. Its goal 

is very simple: for people to use the clothes they already own for longer. According to 

Eetti ry (2021), the most sustainable clothes are the ones that are connected to us by 

stories and feelings. Those clothes can be worn for years, and they are not bound to the 

trends of the moment (Eetti ry, 2021). When a piece of clothing is not considered 

disposable, but has a meaning and is well-loved, it is a part of the socio-materialistic 

system that is based on our own values and attitudes (Salonen, 2010, 47) and aligns 

with sustainable development. 

 

Making sense of the piles of clothing in our closets and finding ways to cherish the pieces 

that we have has become a popular challenge in our modern life. Marie Kondo, a 

Japanese organizing consultant, author, and TV show host made herself hugely 

famous with her concept of ‘the lifechanging magic of tidying up,’ and was listed as one 

of Time's "100 most influential people" in 2015. Kondo's method of organising is known 

as the KonMari method, and consists of gathering together all of one's belongings, one 

category at a time, and then keeping only those things that "spark joy" and choosing a 

place for everything from then on. (Wikipedia, 2021.) The trademarked KonMari method 

encourages tidying by category beginning with clothes, then moving on to books, papers, 

komono (miscellaneous items), and, finally, sentimental items. It suggests keeping only 

those things that speak to the heart and discarding items that no longer spark joy after 

thanking them for their service. (Kondo, 2021.) 

 

Another interesting and alternative way to look at our clothing, is constructing a so-called 

capsule wardrobe. The term originated in England and The USA in the 1970’s and 80’s 

as modern professional women wanted to dress themselves with minimalist style. It was 
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inspired by Scandinavian and Japanese styles which create space for mental clarity and 

reduce any unnecessary elements. (Bardey et al., 2021, 4-5.) Bardey et al. (2021, 4) 

define minimalism as “a philosophy, lifestyle, mind-set, or any other form of creative 

articulation, characterized by simplicity and reduction” and their study on the lived 

experience of using a capsule wardrobe is remarkably interesting.  

 

As one of the tremendous impacts of mass fashion consumption on consumers is the 

decision fatigue linked to the paradox of choice, Bardey et al. (2021, 3) wanted to see if 

limiting one’s wardrobe to 35 – 55 garments would decrease the participants decision 

fatigue and over all stress levels. They highlight that although recently there has been 

more attention on and innovation directed toward sustainable materials and 

manufacturing, not much attention has been given to how to live sustainably from the 

consumers’ point of view (Bardey et al., 2021, 5-6). The rules and guidelines of the study 

asked the participants to limit their closet to 35 to 55 pieces for 3 weeks, including 

clothing items, shoes, accessories (sunglasses, scarves, gloves, jewelry), handbags, 

and swimwear. This excluded workout clothing, intimates, and cosmetics. (Bardey et al., 

2021, 8-9.) 

 

Their results showed that most of the participants felt less stress in their clothing practice 

after the 3-week capsule wardrobe experience. These low-stress feelings started to 

occur from the first week and they were coupled with a feeling of having more clarity in 

their fashion practice, decision making, and organization. Having a capsule wardrobe 

allowed the participants to make faster decision making in their clothing practice, 

spending less time thinking about matching their outfit, and gave them the pleasure of 

having an organized, matched, and clear wardrobe. (Bardey et al., 2021, 9.) In addition 

to feeling less stressed, the study finds that after the 3-week study, nearly all the 

participants felt an overall detachment from trends. For some, the decreased interest in 

following trends had to do with understanding they were not allowed to shop, and for 

some, they were able to recognize the harm in following trends. Interestingly, for one 

participant not following trends led to a decrease in the usage of social media. (Bardey 

et al., 2021, 12.) The results also showed that the capsule wardrobe enhanced the 

participants’ creativity and joy in finding their personal style, and most importantly, they 

mentioned embracing the minimalist approach as sustainable behavior. This meant 

changing their perception of sustainable fashion by considering the materials and the 

quantity and quality of fashion items and increasing awareness and values for fashion 

clothes’ longevity. Also, an increase in the value of looking after their clothes and 

purchasing less but higher quality items was reported. (Bardey et al., 2021, 12-13.) While 
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the participants initially viewed sustainability as sustainable materials in fashion items, 

they mentioned having a broader awareness and perception of sustainability, particularly 

sustainable behaviors, because of the minimalist closet. On one hand, they were able to 

look at sustainable behaviour, recycling, the quantity of clothing owned, over 

consumerism, and overproduction and on the other hand, they also realized the power 

of their own behaviour. (Bardey et al., 2021, 15.) 

 

After the garment is bought, the responsibility for its ecological impact is on the user. 

This includes ways in which it is washed, dried, and mended - in other words how its 

lifecycle is maintained as long as possible while using the least possible amount of water 

and energy. This means the willingness to put some thought into the practical solutions 

of our everyday lives for them to be in line with sustainable development. 

 

Although the ecological and social impact of manufacturing clothing is considerable, it is 

stated that most of the impact happens during the using phase, because of the water 

and energy used in their cleaning. (McLaren & Goworek, 2017, 173). The sustainability 

and circularity executive at Suomen Tekstiili & Muoti, Satumaija Mäki, agrees that with 

textile products, the consumers role is significant in how long the piece says in use and 

how is the ecological impact of its whole lifecycle (Suomen Tekstiili & Muoti, 2021). 

Therefore, some thought must be put in discussing the way we take care of our clothes 

in our everyday life. According to McLaren and Goworek (2017, 172) there is a gap 

between people’s attitudes and behaviour (intention-behaviour gap). People do want for 

their clothes to last longer but end up favouring fast fashion and throwing them away 

(McLaren & Goworek. 2017, 175).  

 

Conrady et al. (2014, 163) did a study on people’s behaviour towards washing their 

clothes and the data showed that the necessity to increase the sustainability of washing 

behaviour is still an issue. They also discovered that the sustainability of washing 

behaviour can increase - in the study group it increased after an intervention by means 

of motivational interviewing. 

 

Miilunpalo and Räisänen (2018) researched how laundry habits could be developed into 

a more sustainable direction and found that despite media attention and debate about 

textile care procedures, there still are factors in laundering that burden the environment. 

They write that washing machines still are seldom filled to their full capacity and 

consumers, being unaware of water hardness, administer excessive amounts of 

detergent. According to the study, especially young people and families with children 
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would benefit from information and instructions on laundry practices. In addition to water 

hardness and the right amount of detergent, information about washing temperatures, 

drying methods, and saving energy would be needed. They conclude that also general 

promotion of gender equality is important because household work and laundering is 

strikingly women-performed work. (Miilunpalo & Räisänen, 2018, 1.) 

 

For example, in the USA, one of the largest uses of water in households is laundry. 

Approximately 16% of household water usage is consumed just to do the laundry. Some 

of the most efficient ways to save water is to choose the right kind of washer, since there 

can be significant differences between them. Also, pre-treating stains is a clever way to 

avoid re-washing, and re-wearing clothes is a way to avoid needless laundry. People 

tend to throw clothes to the hamper without checking if they actually are in need of a 

wash. Other ways to check one’s water usage is making sure the washer pipes are not 

leaking or dripping, using concentrated detergents, and conserving water when doing 

hand laundry. This means things like limiting the amount of detergent, putting a stopper 

in the sink or basin for both wash and rinse tasks, and gathering items that need 

handwashing and using the same detergent/water solution for several different 

garments. (Leverette, 2021.) 

 

Because fast fashion and global consumerism do not support the sustainable ways of 

clothes maintenance or highlight the knowledge about different textile materials and their 

recycling options, must societies find some powerful ways to balance out the destructive 

situation. The skills that textile artisans and sewing enthusiasts have loved and used for 

years, rise to a new key role as a tool for a more sustainable lifestyle. The Finnish 

national Craft Guild Taitoliitto, supports local crafts organisations around the country, 

works to notice the changes in the society and acts as a spokesperson and an expert for 

craft culture. Taitoliitto (2021) was accredited an expert organisation for the general 

agreement of protecting the Unesco immaterial culture inheritance in the fall of 2020. For 

the “Craft of the year” in 2021, they chose “darning and patching” (Taitoliitto, 2021). 

 
Minna Hyytiäinen, executive director of Taitoliitto, says that today, more and more people 

are thinking about their relationship with consuming and how small actions matter. She 

knows that the crafters around the world have been doing it increasingly already for years 

and thinks that patching is not something to be ashamed of or to hide anymore. Instead, 

it is something to be proud of. (Taitoliitto, 2021.) Historically, clothing repair (especially if 

done visibly) has been seen as a sign of financial struggle (Gwilt, 2014, 5). Choosing 

“darning and patching” as the craft of the year, was Taitoliitto’s way of inspiring people 
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into darning and patching (Taitoliitto, 2021). This is specifically what Gwilt (2014, 5) was 

hoping to see more of. 

 

People look for information about clothing repair and maintenance primarily from their 

families and from the internet. An interesting finding in the study was that the people 

thought clothing maintenance at workshops was a pleasant activity, but at home it was 

considered a time-consuming chore. (Gwilt, 2015, 5.) 

 

Väänänen et al. (2018, 963-4) write that the role of craft in the framework of sustainability 

has been recognized and more emphasis in craft education is needed not only for the 

fading traditions but also for the importance of maintaining the craft-related abilities (to 

produce, repair and maintain products). They add that by understanding approaches to 

sustainability through tangible methods, craft may become a powerful tool to understand 

the abstract concept of sustainability in a more concrete way (Väänänen et al., 2018). In 

other words, learning and knowing a craft skill might help people in understanding the 

value of a piece of clothing. 

 

Figuring out what exactly each of us must do for the systems to change for better 

depends on our own preferences, experiences and goals. "The trick is to find the method 

that best resonates with you. Partly it comes down to personality." (Press, 2018, 37.) 

 

7.2.4 Garment pricing  
 

High costs are the biggest external barrier in having a more sustainable lifestyle 

(Salonen, 2010, 247) and the real or perceived higher prices of sustainable fashion and 

the lack of information and transparency around the pricing is an essential and interesting 

part of the industry. Fast fashion’s cheap prices make overconsumption possible, and 

people are used to being able to shop for new clothes more than they actually need or 

use. The constant pressure of pressing down prices in the industry is not without 

problems, and it makes sense to study how the logic of garment pricing works in the 

current situation.  

 

Already in 1933, the American Labor Secretary Frances Perkins was appealing to the 

consumers to think about the human cost of a dress that seems unbelievably cheap. She 

pointed out that common sense of the consumer should tell them that someone must 

pay the price of a well-made dress that takes time and effort to make. (Howard, 2007, 

35.) When the cheap price is not the only defining feature of a piece of clothing, and the 
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brands do not need to constantly press down production costs, their chances of investing 

in the quality and responsibility of their materials and manufacturing are able to grow. 

Unfortunately, a garment’s high price is not a proof of the company’s values. Fast fashion 

chains make profit with the huge volumes of their production, whereas name brands 

make their money with higher profit margins. (Nurmi, 2017.) Everything from the type of 

fabric to the manufacturing process to the brands overhead can influence the price. 

Some brands may prioritize delivering a superior quality product to its consumers at an 

affordable price, others prioritize creating brand buzz and status, and sometimes use 

high prices as a part of doing so. (Brucculieri, 2020.) 

 

To make sustainable design more approachable for an average consumer, some 

companies have decided to break out of the traditional retail business model, where a 

large percent of the products price goes straight to the retailer, by only selling their 

products on their own online platforms or concept stores. One of these companies 

trusting in transparency is the Finnish Lovia. Each of their products have their own DNA-

code and the customer can find out the material sources, manufacturers, and pricing 

factors by using that code. For example, their Kainuu purse’s manufacturing costs are 

109 euros, which is about third of the selling price. The two thirds of the price cover 

salaries, fixed costs, design work and customer service. (Fashion Finland, 2019.) 

According to the Lovia website, the traditional retail prices tend to be 5-6 times the 

manufacturing cost and in luxury sector this margin can grow up to double digits. (Lovia, 

2021.) 

 

Choosing to buy clothing from a sustainable fashion brand whose business model is 

transparent, fair, and even local, is a wonderful thing, assuming one can afford it. Fashion 

Revolution reminds us that having the resources like time and money to make that choice 

are a privilege that not all of us have. Rooting for sustainable fashion should not mean 

shaming people who cannot refuse fast fashion. Fashion Revolution highlights the fact 

that there are ways to make fast fashion more sustainable, like focusing on mending and 

buying clothes that are more versatile and less trendy. (Fashion Revolution, 2021, b.) 
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8. Design phases 
 

According to Aksela and Pernaa (2013, 185) in a master's thesis the developing process 

(of a Design-Based Research) usually includes one or two cycles, and the cycles are 

dependent among other things of time limitations. Such is the case also in this research. 

It would be remarkably interesting to keep surveying and modifying the course structure 

multiple times, until the whole course is not only designed structurally but also the 

storyboard is written, the content has been filmed and edited, and all of it is constructed 

on a platform on the internet. Unfortunately, that would take considerably more time than 

what is possible in a master’s thesis setting. 

 

This chapter narrates the design phases of the research, which include empirical and 

theoretical problem analysis and two rounds of developing cycles.  

 

8.1 Empirical and theoretical problem analysis  
 

Unlike many other types of research analysis and reporting, Design-Based Research 

starts with a theoretical problem analysis and an empirical problem analysis. In this case 

the empirical problem analysis is presented first, to underline the idea of the research 

that was born out of a need. Sometimes this phase is called the necessity (or demand) 

analysis. (Pernaa, 2013, 186.) Problem analysing is a compulsory part of a DBR, since 

the need for developing must be born out of a real need (Pernaa, 2013, 17). In this 

research the empirical problem analysis was done in chapter 2.1, and it explained the 

background and need for the research and the qualities of the course’s target audience. 

 

A theoretical framework based on scientific research is very important, since this DBR is 

a scientific research method which is expected to mirror its decisions and results with 

previous research (Pernaa, 2013, 17). During the initial literary review the framework of 

the research was sketched out to include theory around four themes shown in the figure 

below.  
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Figure 4. Initial themes for the online course. 

 

 

8.2 Developing cycle 1 
 

8.2.1 The first customer survey  
 

After defining the initial themes for the online course, the developing started by writing 

and sending out a customer survey to the potential class participants. The survey link 

was sent out to the small business’ mailing list, Facebook page and Instagram page, and 

the researcher’s personal Facebook page and LinkedIn page. In about a week, in mid-

December of 2020, 112 surveys were filled, and the survey status was closed. The 

survey asked questions that had come up from the literature thus far, and questions 

about the execution of the course.  

 

The goal of this online survey was to find out which areas of interest are most interesting 

to the potential participants. The introduction letter was written using the kind of language 

that is particular to the small business’ branding, so it includes some casual expressions 

that might not sound very academic but do fit the image that the target audience 

(described earlier) seems to relate to. The customer survey is listed in the end of the 

research (Appendix 2). 
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8.2.2 Answers of the customer survey 
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8.3 Empirical problem analysis II 
 

The second empirical problem analysis includes looking at the results of the online 

survey and diving deeper in the theoretical background. 

 

The online survey results were helpful, even though no big surprises were found. The 

answers showed that there is interest in learning more about the subject in general, 

which enforces the idea that there is an actual need for a course like this. Generally, the 

different alternatives were found quite equally interesting, except for ‘the history of the 

fast fashion industry’, which was found clearly less intriguing than other subjects in the 

second question. Also, ‘My personal shopping rules with fashion’ and “Information 

overload and feeling frustrated about all this” did not sound too interesting to the 

answerers. Not surprisingly, video was found to be the most appealing format for content 

and most popular opinion on time available to spend on the course was ‘1-2 hours’ 

followed by ‘2-4 hours’ as a close second. 

 

8.3.1 Online course structure 
 

The second version of the course structure was designed by combining deeper 

knowledge about the fashion industry and theories about critical and transformational 

pedagogies.  
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 Class 1.  
Ecological 
sustainability 
 

Class 2. 
Social 
sustainability 
 

Class 3.  
Sustainable 
fashion choices 
 

Video content 
& Illustrations 
20-30 min. 
(Dialogue with 
teacher) 

Overview of the core 
ecological problems in 
the industry (related to 
fibres, water usage, 
carbon footprint and 
textile waste) and 
examples of initiatives 
and brands striving for 
sustainability and 
transparency 

Overview of the core 
social problems in the 
industry (human rights 
and violations) and 
examples of initiatives 
and brands striving for 
sustainability and 
transparency 

Summary of the work 
that is being done to 
make the industry more 
sustainable 
 

Overview of the ways in 
which an individual can 
make sustainable 
fashion choices 
 

Critical thinking  
&  
Self-reflection 
(Dialogue with 
self) 
 

What are my clothes 
made of? Does it matter 
to me? 
 
Which textile materials 
are my favourites and 
why? 
 
How much do I buy/ use/ 
discard - could I do 
better? 
 

Do I know who made my 
clothes and where? Do I 
want to know? 
 
What does my favourite 
clothing brand tell about 
their workers/ supply 
chain on their website? 
 

Do I wash and dry my 
clothes sustainably? 
 

Can I make my clothes 
last for 10 years or 
more? 
 
What are the good and 
bad fashion choices that 
I tend to make? 
 

Homework, 
& Action 
(Dialogue with 
peer) 
 

1.Clothing inventory 

+fibre checklist 
 

2.My options for 
discarding textiles 
 
 

1.Clothing inventory 

+mapping of “made in” 
 

2.Find a clothing 
company manufacturing 
locally 
 
 

1.Find a piece of 
clothing to  
-hand wash 
-mend 

-give to a friend 

 
2.Find a local small 
business that does 
clothing repair 
 

Meta  
-Taking the 
course answers 
to questions 
like this 

What are the biggest 
problems with textile 
fibres? 
 
What is the issue with 
textile dyes and waters 
of the world? 
 
What are the problems 
around textile waste? 
 
What would an 
ecologically sustainable 
fashion business look 
like? 
 

What are the fashion 
industry’s biggest social 
problems and why? 
 
What is the reality of an 
average garment 
factory worker? 
 
What would a socially 
sustainable fashion 
business look like? 
 
 

How can one person 
make a difference? 
 
What skills do I need to 
make my clothes last 
longer?  
 
What should I check 
from my favourite 
fashion brands? 
 
How can I differentiate 
transparency from 
greenwashing? 
 

Figure 5. First version of the online course structure 
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8.3.2 Pedagogical reasoning for the online course structure 
 
Combining the theories and thoughts about critical and transformational pedagogies with 

the possibilities available in an online learning environment is the key challenge in the 

educational goals of this research. For the student to be able to experience critical 

reflection, dialogue, perspective transformation and action around the latest information 

about the fashion industry and its sustainability efforts, the curriculum must be well 

thought out and clear, and it must provide dialogue and even a sense of community. 

Elements of critical theory must be built in small chunks throughout the progression of 

the course, for them to become a natural part of the whole. Critical self-reflection and 

effort towards relationships of trust are not only expected from the students, but 

especially from the teacher. For the tone to be inclusive and respectful, and for the 

communication to feel authentic, the whole platform must be designed in line with the 

pedagogical aims and the technical abilities of the students. 

 
This is the reason why video format has been chosen as the main element of the online 

learning environment. Filming and editing a video where a narrator talks about the issues 

in a positive way, and that has proper illustrations to support the storytelling, make the 

message more understandable and add to the visual experience. It is a way for the 

teacher to be in control of not just the content but the exact tone that is wanted. Learning 

things by watching a video is familiar to many people through documentaries and an 

increasing amount of, for example, YouTube tutorials. It is also a clear and effortless way 

for the student to take part in the course. As discussed in chapter 2, a part of the target 

audience needs a clear and compact course, that they can listen and watch while 

cooking dinner or laying in bed at night. Also, according to the results of the customer 

survey, video format seems to be a good choice. 

 

Dialogue proved to be a key factor in adult learning according to the theories researched, 

so conversational elements are included in the videos. As discussed before, dialogue 

allows us to relate to the world around us, to other people, and to our own intentions, 

feelings, and desires (Mezirow,1991, 65). This means that the narrator’s way of talking 

must feel authentic and open if the goal is to engage the students in self-reflection and 

dialogue with themselves and others. Asking rhetorical questions and students' opinions 

about the different issues are a way to make dialogue a part of the whole course 

structure. Critical self-reflection and effort towards relationships of trust are not only 

expected from the students, but also from the teacher. 
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More dialogue is intended to happen by including a platform (like a Facebook group) for 

actual communication with other course participants and the teacher. Self-reflection, 

homework, and community are all intertwined in the course structure – students can 

share their experiences of the assignments and learn from each other. The online 

teacher can act as a facilitator by giving personal feedback.  

 

8.3.3 Theoretical reasoning for the online course structure 
 

As discussed in chapter 4 about the ecological issues in the fashion industry, 

sustainability issues related to different fibres and textile materials and their impacts on 

the environment are nuanced and involve many trade-offs. Kate Fletcher (2014, 21-22.) 

writes about the difficulty of being able to produce a coherent and inclusive study about 

the sustainability of different textile materials, since there are multiple ways to look at the 

matter and some of the information is clearly sponsored by fibre manufacturing 

companies with their own interests in mind. The same difficulty can be seen in building 

a structure for an online course about the subject. It is challenging to structure it in a way 

that would cover absolutely everything, in many points of view, also partly because new 

information is being released all the time. Fletcher (2014, 21-2) does mention a 

comprehensive study which includes the whole life cycle of a fibre, where the results 

show that the two biggest sources of impact on human health and resource availability 

are divided almost equally between the producers and users, which is a good reminder 

to all of us that the issues faced are the responsibility of all actors. 

 

The online course participants are obviously not in a position to change the systems that 

are exploiting the nature or violating the human rights of the fast fashion garment 

workers, and the point of bringing up the information in the course structure is not to put 

guilt on them for buying products that might be a part of the problem. But discussing the 

issues on the course might get people familiarized with the terms and might make them 

question these systems. That would be a good start for a transformation towards critical 

thinking and consuming. 

 

Figuring out how to radically change the existing global industry systems is complicated, 

but the fashion industry’s part should be if not easy, then at least very possible. People 

really need food, housing, transportation, and heating - things that also take up energy 

and resources. But nobody really needs fast fashion. (Lumme, 2020.) Bringing 

awareness to the problems in the industry and aiming to disrupt the system, even in a 
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small way, can be seen as an echo of the critical theory behind the research. Knowledge 

around the industry’s problems cannot be seen as neutral since much of it is clearly 

about damaging both nature and the people living in it. This way the research does have 

an ‘emancipatory interest’ (Cohen et al., 2007, 26). 

 

8.4 Developing cycle 2 
 

8.4.1 The second customer survey 
 

After putting together the second version of the online course structure, the course 

development continued by designing a clearer, more customer friendly visualization of 

the course structure to show it to a small group of potential future students for reviewing 

and surveying (Appendix 3). The goal of the visualization was to give the respondents 

an idea of the content themes in an understandable way, present the different 

pedagogical elements of the course in a straightforward way, and to show some of the 

reasoning behind the choices. 

 

The second customer survey (Appendix 4) was written and sent to seven people, 

representing both target groups (described in chapter 2.2), out of which six were able to 

fill it out. The survey link was sent by email and the visualization of the course structure 

was attached to it. The goal of the second survey was to get simple feedback of the 

course structure and see if there is something that seems unclear or uninteresting.  
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8.4.2 Answers of the second customer survey 
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8.4.2 Summary of the second customer survey 
 

Questions 1 to 6 were about the general structure of the course, and they brought up 

some interesting points. While half of the respondents (3 people) thought the length of 

the videos, 20 – 30 minutes, was exactly right, half of them said they would prefer shorter 

videos. Also, opinions about the importance of having illustrations or animations in the 

videos was divided equally between those who thought it was very important and those 

who were not sure. In the open comments about the general structure of the class, 

interesting thoughts were mentioned. One respondent suggested adding an economic 

sustainability section, since “not everyone is motivated by environmental or ecological 

reasons, this angle could capture some of those people.” One answerer highlighted the 

importance of having the visuals in the videos, since they help us understand things on 

a deeper emotional level, which then would make the personal attitude change more 

likely. One person said that they are so interested in the subject matter that they would 

like to do a deeper dive into it and really learn it and change their habits, and this course 

seems too short for that. The online community presented in the course structure as a 

members-only Facebook group got two comments - on one hand it was seen to be a 

clever way for the members to do something together and challenge each other to do 

something around the subject, and on the other hand Facebook as the tool was 

questioned, since not everyone is signed up.  

 

Questions 7 to 10 were more specifically about Class 1. Generally, it was seen as well 

thought-out, but some interesting open comments were again mentioned. Two 

comments involved textile fibres – one answerer was interested in how they are made, 

and one wanted to know which are the best fibre options and why. One person 

commented that they were interested in knowing about the ecological sustainability of 

online shopping. 

 

Questions 11 to 14 were more specifically about Class 2., which was also generally seen 

as well thought-out, but some interesting open comments were mentioned. One 

respondent was very interested in the economic impacts of changing the supply chain 

and asked about the ripple effect of the changes it would potentially have on the price of 

clothes, inflation, or number of jobs available for textile workers. They were curious about 

the unintended consequences of widespread change and its effect and consequences 

to society. They mentioned that in addition to the change only having good results they 

would like to see that “explored more explicitly and without assuming that changing 

supply chain and work or conditions will necessarily lead to benefit.” One respondent 
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was hoping to see a visualisation of a world map that would show the path of the garment 

from the fibre to the factory all the way to the mall to the discount shops to a landfill, to 

highlight the fact how much garments travel around the world. 

 

Questions 15 to 18 were more specifically about Class 3. Also in this one, the multiple-

choice questions were answered quite similarly, suggesting that the Themes, Homework 

and Self-reflection were considered well thought-out. In the open comment section one 

answerer hoped for information about sustainable online shopping options, one 

mentioned “a discussion of alterations and how to remake garments for better or longer 

fit or to adapt to changing fashion” and one suggested creating a sample capsule 

wardrobe formula with inspiring images to make the process of putting together your own 

capsule wardrobe more fun and less overwhelming. 

 

The last question of the survey was “Any other feedback, comments or ideas about the 

overall structure or contents of the online course?” A list of eco-companies and fabric 

stores that are doing things right was mentioned. Two respondents just wrote that the 

course sounds great. One respondent wrote how they think that fashion is deeply 

connected to people’s spirituality and that filling out the survey was interesting. 

 
“From the consumer’s point of view, it is nice to know there are several methods 

to make actions for sustainability such as using things that you are attached to 

for a long time, using second-hand stores, and subscription services for clothes 

and accessories. This is because people have different views and values for the 

topics. I decided myself to think about fashion and sustainability and look back 

on my actions.” 
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9. Structure of an online course on sustainable fashion 
 

This chapter presents the final version of the structure for the online course on 

sustainable fashion, designed for the existing audience of a small clothing brand. This 

final version was modified from the one presented in chapter 8.3.1, according to the 

answers in the second online survey, backed by theoretical evidence. It is meant to give 

the reader of this research an answer to the research questions presented in the 

beginning of the thesis (How can the elements of sustainable fashion be presented in an 

online course to give a holistic understanding of the current situation of the fashion 

industry? How can critical and transformational pedagogies be used in an online learning 

environment about sustainable fashion?), but also to be used as a guideline while writing 

the storyboard for the educational videos and designing the online platform of the online 

course.  

 
The content of the structure is presented here in a very abbreviated way and connects 

to the background theory discussed in chapters 5, 6 and 7.  
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9.1 Final version of the online course structure 
 

 Class 1.  
Fashion  
And Nature 
 

Class 2. 
Ecological 
Sustainability 
 

Class 3.  
Fashion  
And People 
 

Video 
(Dialogue with 
teacher) 
 
-10 – 15 min 

-Aino giving a short 
lecture 
 
-info, experiences, 
rhetorical questions 
 
-Conversational 
presentation 
 
-images or animations 

 

 

What are the biggest 
ecological challenges 
with textile fibres? 
 
What is the relationship 
between fashion 
industry, textile dyes 
and the waters of the 
world? 
 
What are the global 
challenges around 
overproduction, 
overconsumption and 
textile waste? 

 

-Recycling & Upcycling 
 
-Circular Economy 
 
-Life-Cycle-Assessment 
 
-Ecological 
Transparency 
 
-Greenwashing 
 
What would an 
ecologically sustainable 
fashion business look 
like? 
 

 

-Modern Slavery 
 

-Global and local in the 
fashion industry 
 

What are the fashion 
industry’s biggest social 
problems and why? 
 

What is the reality of an 
average garment factory 
worker? 
 

How do global supply 
chains work in the 
fashion industry? 
 

Critical thinking  
&  
Self-reflection 
 
(Dialogue with 
self) 
 

 
How does the global 
fashion industry work 
and what is its 
ecological impact to the 
world? 

 
What are my clothes 
made of? Does it matter 
to me? 
 
Which textile materials 
are my favourites and 
why? 
 
How much do I buy/ use/ 
discard - could I do 
better? 
 

 
How does the global 
fashion industry work 
and what is its social 
impact in the world? 

Homework, 
& Action 
(Dialogue with 
peer) 
 
Members only 
Facebook group for 
sharing homework 
and thoughts about 
the matter 
 

 
-Mini-reflection:  
How does this 
information make me 
feel like? 

 
-Clothing inventory 
+fibre checklist 
 
-My options for 
discarding textiles 
 

 

 
-Mini-reflection: 
How does this 
information make me 
feel like? 
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 Class 4.  
Social 
Sustainability 
 

Class 5. 
Sustainable 
Fashion Industry 
 

Class 6.  
Sustainable 
Fashion Choices 
 

Video 
(Dialogue with 
teacher) 
 
-10 – 15 min 
 
-Aino giving a short 
lecture 
 
-info, experiences, 
rhetorical questions 
 
-Conversational 
presentation 
 
-images or 
animations 
 

 
-Fair Trade 
 
-Transparency in the 
supply chain 
 
-Economical 
sustainability 
 
What would a socially 
sustainable fashion 
business look like? 
 

 
-Triple Bottom Line 
 
What is the connection 
between ecological, 
social and economic 
sustainability in the 
fashion industry? 
 
Examples of initiatives 
and brands striving for 
sustainability and 
transparency. 
 

 
-Clean/green wardrobe 
 
-Capsule collection 
 
-Extending Clothing 
Lifecycles 
 
How can an individual 
make sustainable 
fashion choices? 
 
What skills do I need to 
make my clothes last 
longer? 
 

Critical thinking  
&  
Self-reflection 
(Dialogue with 
self) 
 

 
Do I know who made my 
clothes and where? Do I 
want to know? 
 
What does my favourite 
clothing brand tell about 
their workers/ supply 
chain on their website? 
 

 
How would a more 
sustainable global 
fashion industry work 
and what would its 
social impact on the 
world be? 
 
 

 
What is my 
responsibility as a 
fashion consumer? 
 
Can I make my clothes 
last for 10 years or 
more? 
 
What are the good and 
bad fashion choices that 
I tend to make? 
 

Homework, 
& Action 
(Dialogue with 
peer) 
 
Members only 
Facebook group for 
sharing homework 
and thoughts about 
the matter 
 

 
-Clothing inventory 
 and mapping of “made 
in” -tags 
 
-Find a clothing 
company manufacturing 
locally 
 

 
-Mini-reflection: 
How does this 
information make me 
feel like? 

 
-Find a piece of clothing 
to  
-hand wash 
-mend 
-give to a friend 
 
-Find a local small 
business that does 
clothing repair 
 

Figure 6. Final version of the online course structure 
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9.2 Changes made after the second customer survey 
 

Since half of the second online survey answerers thought that 20 – 30-minute videos are 

too long, the course structure was modified, and the videos were chopped up into smaller 

pieces. The final version includes six 10-to-15-minute videos all together. This decision 

is in line with information about online learning environments - as mentioned in chapter 

4.2.4, for the students to be able to take in and process all the information given, and for 

them to have a reasonable chance in reflecting on the validity of what they have learned, 

the online course should be designed to include smaller conceptual chunks of activity, 

that tend to work better than large blocks of text or lecture videos that last for hours 

(Jones, 2020, 21).  

 
Economic sustainability was mentioned in the online survey answers, therefore that was 

added classes 4 and 5. This will require some further research before writing the 

storyboards for the videos and will happen outside of this research work.  

 

The online course structure now has a more lecture style (albeit conversational) videos 

in classes 1 (Fashion and Nature), 3 (Fashion and People) and 5 (Sustainable Fashion 

Industry), which present the information around ecological and social problems in the 

fashion industry and a vision of a more sustainable fashion industry. The videos on 

classes 2, 4 and 6 include even more conversational elements and also some personal 

reflection. They highlight critical thinking and present an action plan in the form of 

homework assignments. They also suggest sharing the homework with the course’s 

community. Dialogue is written in the structure as an all-encompassing theme and 

depending on the class it means dialogue with self, with the teacher and/ or with other 

course participants.  

 
Rebecca Huntley, one of Australia’s most experienced social researchers has authored 

a whole book about how to talk about climate change in a way that makes a difference. 

Her findings are used as a theoretical back up some of the reasoning of this course on 

sustainable fashion. Huntley (2021) says that the climate activists in general must be 

better in understanding the different audiences, and their different emotional reactions. 

The more we feel the climate change in our personal life, the more likely we are to act. 

According to Huntley (2021), the climate change is a political and communications 

problem, and that the people who are most alarmed about it, are not great at speaking 

up about it to other people. This research connects to Huntley’s thoughts about the 
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importance of communication, but from the point of view of critical and transformational 

theories, discussed in chapter 4. 

  
In her work, Huntley (2021) brings up two principles that in her experience have worked 

in getting people involved and acting against climate change. The first one is to find an 

emotional anchor that connects with climate change. Communicating about the health of 

a person’s family, and how that connects to environmental action is more likely to work 

than starting out with the science, which might alienate people by, for example, making 

them feel like they are not equipped to have that kind of conversation. In this 

communication, listening to what people have to say about their values and needs is an 

essential part of the conversation. Climate activism needs more diverse messaging, and 

it needs to be talking to different communities about their values and needs in their own 

language. (Huntley, 2021.) In the course structure, finding common ground and a shared 

interest in fashion, clothes and textiles is seen as a practical way for the teacher and the 

course participants to connect. Including elements of dialogue in the structure is a way 

to make sure that the participants feel like their values and needs are heard. As 

discussed in chapter 4, and again in chapter 8.3.2, both Freire and Mezirow write that 

dialogue is an essential part of an adult’s learning experience - personal meanings that 

we attribute to our experience are acquired and validated through human interaction and 

communication (Mezirow, 1991, xiv). 

 
The second one of Huntley’s principles is to balance out the loss and gain equation with 

bringing up things that can be gained through climate action, instead of only painting a 

picture of deprivation and loss. According to Huntley (2021), this loss and gain equation 

matters more, the more we move away from the audience that is already alarmed and 

ready for action. (Huntley, 2021.) In the case of the online course, it would mean that the 

participants who are most hesitant toward making sustainable fashion choices would 

need the most information about the gains that will follow with those choices. Huntley 

(2021) points out that our human emotions are there for a reason, and all of them can 

be beneficial in climate change communication, except for shame, which is connected to 

denial and therefore will not work. Also anger, frustration and fear can in some cases be 

forces of action. She adds that hope without a radical plan of action is just another way 

of denial. (Huntley, 2021.) Sharing information about the state of the fast fashion industry 

can easily fall in the doomsday category and denying all the fun that has to do with 

fashion can easily paint a picture of loss. Therefore, the course structure is designed in 

a way that a class on industry challenges and information about the various problems 

are always followed by a class on the sustainable innovations and creative solutions to 
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the challenges. This way, the possibly overwhelming information is followed by a 

personal action plan and feelings of hope, which then will hopefully serve as a helpful 

emotional roller coaster that will lead to action.  

 

9.3 Summary 
 
Informing adult learners about the challenges around the global fashion industry and 

encouraging them to think critically and practice self-reflection is the purpose of 

designing an online course like this. The point in critical thinking and reflection is to 

become deeply aware of our thoughts and actions. With it, we can move from 

introspection (I want to buy that shirt because it will make me look nicer and feel better) 

to process reflection (I wonder if something else than buying a shirt would make me feel 

prettier and happier) to premise reflection (I probably just miss dressing up and having a 

good time with my friends, and that is why I feel like shopping). (Mezirow, 1991, 107-8.) 

After having done the premise reflection, making enlightened actions and fashion 

consumer choices is possible. 

 

The intertwined relationship between self-reflection and absorbing new information about 

the fashion industry is a true balance act - while building the structure for the course, but 

also for the future online course participants. We live in a time where information 

overflows and it can feel hard not to get overwhelmed by it all. Information, no matter 

how troubling or overwhelming it might be, is key in making the change. By the words of 

Peter Lipman, Director of SUSTRANS: 

 
“If we’re serious about really addressing climate change, we need to become 

energy and carbon literate, and get to grips with the implications not only of our 

choices but also the bigger infrastructures which underpin the things we 

consume. How can we educate our desires unless we know what we’re choosing 

between?” (Berners-Lee, 2010, foreword) 

 

The online course structure designed with this research is my way of learning about how 

to talk to my audience in a language they connect with, while also listening to what they 

value, and thus making it an educational and inspiring dialogue which hopefully sparks 

up some sustainable fashion action in the participants. 
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10. Validity 
 

The validity of this Design-Based Research was based on the comprehensive literacy 

review and active search of new international research on sustainable fashion and online 

learning. This theoretical background was combined with the chosen pedagogical 

theories, and the online course structure was designed with all that in mind. The 

theoretical background is presented in chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7.  

 
Two rounds of online surveys were done. The first one established a firm idea of what 

the target audience is interested in, and it was answered by 112 people. The second 

online survey showcased the first version of the course structure to six respondents who 

represent the target audiences. Their comments were crucial in further developing the 

course structure to match its goals. Both surveys and all the answers are presented in 

the thesis, to give the reader a clear understanding of how the final course structure 

came to be.  

 
DBR has been criticized because it can be tricky for a researcher who is very intimately 

involved in all stages of the design research to stay unbiased and make credible and 

trustworthy assertions (Anderson and Shattuck, 2012, 18). Design-based researchers 

can find themselves in the dual intellectual roles of both advocate and critic (The Design-

Based Research Collective, 2003, 7). Anderson and Shattuck (2012, 18) admit that the 

challenge is a familiar one to many forms of qualitative research in general, and that 

actually none of these methods can or do claim that the researcher’s bias is totally 

removed from the research process. A critical, even sceptical attitude and commitment 

are good for a researcher, but in DBR, also comradeship, enthusiasm, and a willingness 

to actively support the intervention are required. Wisdom and reflection are needed to 

keep the balance between objectivity and bias if the goal is to do quality DBR. (Anderson 

& Shattuck, 2012, 18.) 

 

In this thesis project, I, the researcher and curriculum designer, and future story board 

writer and online teacher are the same person - which might, as Anderson and Shattuck 

(2012, 18) write, present some issues around personal bias. In authoring this thesis, the 

researchers personal bias was not removed from the equation, but it was used as a 

motivational and critical tool, to make sure that the course structure’s design would meet 

the realities of actually constructing the course in the real world. This means for example 

carefully considering, if short video lectures are a viable choice for the course, since I 
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will be the one narrating them. Not everyone loves or is used to talking to a video camera. 

The online course structure is indeed connected to my personality, and as the research 

progressed and it became objectively clear how important communication and dialogue 

are for the course to meet its goals, my own feelings of insecurity, performance anxiety 

and excitement were definitely present. This fact makes the thesis a very personal 

project, but it does not take away from the validity of the information, theories, or the 

discussions presented in it.  
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11. Discussion 
 
Out of the two research questions, the first one asked how the elements of sustainable 

fashion could be presented in an online course, to give a holistic understanding of the 

current situation of the fashion industry. Based on a thorough literacy review, and an 

online survey, the structure of the online course was designed in a way that divides the 

elements into six themed classes. As Bach et al. (2007, 98) write, the design of a learning 

environment sets a tone for the whole course. The themed 10 – 15-minute videos 

included in the course materials are instrumental in setting the tone, adding to the 

conversational style, and making the online course a clear and easy to follow experience.  

 
In the studies about online learning environments, many researchers seem to agree that 

having a way to communicate about the subject matter and the possibility to share one’s 

thoughts in a community setting, is key to a good learning experience (Bach et al., 2007, 

98; Goumaa & Hay, 2018, 2; Jones, 2020, 27-8; Kear, 2011, 52). Jones (2020, 28-9) 

writes that encouraging students into the habit of sharing their work with other students 

regularly, openly, and with a purpose, and making such sharing a regular and habitual 

part of the learning processes is central to design education. Therefore, sharing reflective 

homework was built in the course structure. To underline the importance of 

communication, Bach et al. (2007, 92) claim that the design of an online course is as 

much about how to achieve good learning interaction and human activity, as it is about 

the mechanisms, materials and content to be used. These thoughts were considered, 

when including an additional “members only” Facebook group for sharing homework and 

thoughts about the subject in the course structure. 

 
The importance of dialogue is also emphasized in theories on critical and transformative 

pedagogies. This realisation also answers the second research question about how 

critical and transformational pedagogies could be used in an online learning environment 

about sustainable fashion. According to Freire (2005, 95-7), adult learning and 

development, or perspective transformation, is connected to dialogue with other people. 

In addition, theories of Mezirow (1991, 102) suggest that fruitful dialogue is possible, 

when the participants are open to critical reflection. Premise reflection, described as a 

critical review of the requirements from prior learning and their consequences, is key in 

adult learner’s meaning and value realization. Through premise reflection, significant 

transformations in meaning perspectives can happen. (Mezirow, 1991, 102.) This is 

important, since the goal of the course is not just to inform, but to inspire participants into 
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action towards a more sustainable lifestyle. Dialogue, transformation, action, and critical 

reflection are all intertwined in the online course structure. As Mezirow (1991, 102, 104) 

explains, reflection has a crucial role in validating what has been learned and is the 

function that makes enlightened action possible. 

 
Getting other people to reflect on their own values, supporting some perspective 

transformations for them, and ultimately helping them change their behaviours through 

designing an online course is not an easy task. It feels like the same challenge that 

alarmed climate activists have while planning radical action, and what politicians around 

the world go through while running for office. Communication and education about 

sustainable development and climate change are a rising subject though, due to the 

global situation facing us today. The recently published IPCC’s sixth assessment report 

on climate change argues that: 

 
“human influence on the climate system is clear, evident from increasing 

 greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere, positive radiative 

 forcing, observed warming, and physical understanding of the climate 

 system.” (IPCC, 2021, 4). 

 
Therefore, the subject of this research feels important and extremely timely and further 

research around sustainable fashion is likely to be seen increasingly in the near future. 

One of the world’s most famous climate activists, Greta Thunberg (2021), just tweeted 

very straightforwardly about the state of the fashion industry by calling out fashion brands 

that spend fantasy amounts of money on campaigns portraying themselves as 

sustainable, when it is “almost never anything but pure greenwash”. She continues to 

say that mass producing, or consuming fashion sustainably is not possible as the world 

is shaped today, which is one of the many reasons why we will need a system change 

(Thunberg, 2021).  

 
Human influence, that the IPCC report talks about, and system change, that Thunberg 

mentions, remind me of the dilemma with the chicken and the egg. Can human influence 

(or radical change in it) make the fashion systems change? Or do the systems need to 

change first for the human influence to turn towards sustainable development? In the 

light of studies like the IPCC report on climate change, it seems we do not really have 

time to get philosophical about it, but instead quickly figure out what each of us can do 
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better. This research, although a microscopical part in the global conversation, is my way 

of figuring it out for myself. 

 
In this research, the psychological side of personal transformation towards a more critical 

fashion consumption could have been studied a lot more, to make the online course as 

effective as possible. Marketing agencies go out of their way to study the human mind to 

change their shopping behaviour, and that kind of knowledge about human behaviour 

could also be used to help tackle the challenges of fast fashion and consumerism. 

Because of time limitations, this thesis was only able to build a structure for a course, 

although with ambitious goals of not only informing the participants about the current 

state of the fashion industry, but also to engage them with critical thinking, self-reflection, 

dialogue, and transformation towards a more sustainable lifestyle. With further research, 

it might be possible to see if those goals were at all realistic, or if taking an online course 

is not enough to make the transformation towards action happen on a personal level. 

 

Another interesting idea for further research might be to look at the course from a more 

political point of view. In this research the focus was on the course content and ways of 

messaging it in a purposeful way to the specific online audience. But looking at 

sustainable fashion from the point of view of global politics might bring some much-

needed information about the big picture of the fashion industry, and how sustainable 

fashion relates to political activism, or people’s political stance. Looking at a course on 

sustainable fashion from a more feminist point of view could also lead to interesting 

findings. Sustainable fashion might be to the textile and clothing industry what anti-

racism or feminism is to society - the aim is systemic transformation towards equality. 

Also, economical sustainability was only briefly mentioned in the final version of the 

course structure and researching it more would most definitely bring interesting points of 

view into the conversation about the chances of the fashion industry making a shift 

toward more sustainable systems.  

 
Hopefully, this research will inspire others to dive deeper into the subject, and maybe 

even use the course structure as a guideline for designing similar courses. 
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APPENDIX 1. Target groups of Friendsday LLC. Made by The Counter Collective in 2018 

for a Business Intensive Report.  
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APPENDIX 2. The first online survey. 

 

“Hey there! 
 
As you might know, I’m designing an online course on sustainable fashion. It’s a natural way for 
me to continue my passion for design and making a positive change in the clothing industry - 
while having a gap year from my sewing studio. I am designing this course as a part of my 
master's thesis for the University of Helsinki, and the data collected here will officially be used as 
my research data. At this point I’m doing a whole lot of reading and writing and analysing, to 
make sure the course covers all the core issues around sustainable fashion.  
 
And now I’d love to hear from you. 
 
This is a quick survey to figure out which sustainable fashion related topics most people are 
interested in learning about. Knowing what YOU want to learn, will give me an understanding of 
how to design the online course of our dreams! I hope you take a minute to think about what 
really fires you up, or what feels confusing, and you’d love to know more about. 
 
Sustainable fashion is a very, very wide concept, and I want to make the course experience as 
easy going and interesting to you as possible.  
 
This survey is safe to fill out - it is anonymous, it follows the GDPR (General Data Protection 
Regulation, read more here), and it will not include any personal information about you. I won’t 
be contacting you about this again, unless you choose to give me your email address in the last 
part of the survey.  
 
I’m very grateful for your help! 
 

A. Which of the following clothing manufacturing related topics sound most interesting to 
you? What would you like to know more about? You can pick as many as you want. 

 
Fibers, dyes and other chemicals used in clothing manufacturing 
Water usage and carbon footprint of clothing 
Recycling vs. upcycling 
Waste & Circularity 
Global vs. Local manufacturing 
Certificates and organisations making a change 
Something else, what? 

 
B. Which of the following fashion industry related topics sound most interesting to you? 

What would you like to know more about? You can pick as many as you want. 
 

Short history of the fast fashion industry (globalization, mass production) 
Human rights - how things should be and how they are 
Certificates and organisations making a change 
Transparency in fashion business (what things are left out of the product info) 
Pricing - what makes the price in clothing? 
Something else, what? 

 
C. Which of the following fashion consumer related topics sound most interesting to you? 

What would you like to know more about? You can pick as many as you want. 
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Critical thinking in our everyday life wearing clothes 
My personal shopping rules for fashion 
Supporting small and local businesses - all the reasons why 
Washing and drying clothes in a sustainable way 
Mending and repairing our clothes - hints and tips 
Information overload and feeling frustrated about all this 
Something else, what? 

 
D. Which of the following online course content options sound most interesting to you? 

How would you like to learn? Put them in order of preference. 
 

Video content (me talking about these topics, possibly animations) 
Work sheets (you reflect on what you’ve learned) 
Links to podcasts and documentaries 
Book recommendations 
Online platforms for commenting and connecting with other course  

 participants  
Something else, what? 

 
E. How much time would you be available to spend on an online course on sustainable 

fashion? 
 

1-2 hours 
2 to 4 hours 
4 to 6 hours 
6 to 8 hours 
8 to 10 hours 
More than 10 hours 

 
F. Would you like this online course to be… 

 
In English 
In Finnish 
In another language, which? 

 
G. Did I leave out something you’ve been pondering? Any other ideas or thoughts for the 

course? 
 

H. I’d like to get updates about this course via email. 
 
Yes, please! (email address) 
No, thanks. 
 
That’s it. Thank you SO much! I’m excited to continue with the next steps of the course design. 
I hope you have a wonderful rest of the day. 
Love & Respect, Aino” 
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APPENDIX 3. Visualisation of the course structure. 
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APPENDIX 4. Second online survey. 

 

Hello friend, and thank you SO MUCH for helping me with this survey and my research. Here’s 
some simple instructions for filling out the survey. It should all together take you about 20 
minutes. I know you have a lot going on, so I’m super grateful for your time! 
 
First, study the Sustainable Fashion Online course structure (attached in this email) for 5 to 10 
minutes to get a picture of what themes and content it includes, and how the information is 
taught. Then, click the link below to get to the online survey, and fill it out. Feel free to look at 
the course structure whenever you want. You can print the structure page out, or you can go 
back to it on your screen.  
 
The goal is for me to get an idea of which parts of it make sense and seem interesting to you, 
and which not. I’m using your answers as a part of my Master’s Thesis for the University of 
Helsinki, and the data collected here will be used as my research data.  The survey is anonymous, 
it follows the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation), and it will not include any personal 
information about you. 
 
Thanks again for helping me. Hope to hear from you soon! 
 
1. Does the overall sectioning of the content to 3 classes seem clear and purposeful? 
Yes, it’s just right. 
I think it should be divided into smaller chunks. 
I think it should all be combined into one class. 
 
2. What do you think of the duration of the videos in each class? 
20 - 30 minutes seems just perfect for me. 
I think shorter videos would be easier to watch. 
I’d prefer one long video. 
 
3. How important is it for you for the videos to have illustrations or animations? 
Very important. I can’t imagine being able to concentrate on just a talking head. 
Not sure, it depends on the illustrations and animations. 
Not very important, I just want someone to explain sustainable fashion for me. 
 
4. The goal of the videos is to give information, but also to engage the learner in thinking and 
reflecting. Do you think sharing personal experiences and asking rhetorical questions in the video 
will make self-reflection easier? 
Yes, for sure. It makes the information more relatable and interesting. 
Not sure, it probably depends on the experiences and questions. 
I don’t think so. I’d be interested only in getting the information. 
 
5. How likely would you join a members-only Facebook group to share your homework and 
thoughts about the subjects of the classes, if you were to participate in this course? 
Very likely, seems interesting. 
Not sure, it depends on the homework. 
Not likely, I don’t feel like sharing my thoughts with people I don’t know personally. 
 
6. Looking at the Themes presented in Class 1 (Ecological Sustainability), does the amount of 
them seem OK to you? 
Yes, it seems to be clearly structured and give the right amount of information. 
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I think it has too much content and it’s starting to feel overwhelming. 
I thought it would have more content and I feel like something is missing. 
 
7. Looking at the Homework in Class 1 (Ecological Sustainability), do the assignments seem 
interesting and worthwhile? How likely would you do them if you were to participate in the online 
course? 
They seem great! I’d definitely do them. 
They seem pretty OK, but it would depend if I’d have enough time. 
They don’t seem very interesting to me, I don’t really think I would do them. 
 
8. Looking at the Self-Reflection in Class 1 (Ecological Sustainability), do the questions seem 
interesting and worthwhile to you? 
Yes. This is what I want to learn about myself and my clothing. 
Not sure. 
Not that interesting. I don’t really think this would be an essential part of the course. 
 
9. Can you think of something that’s missing in Class 1? Any comments? 
 
10. Looking at the Themes presented in Class 2 (Social Sustainability), do they seem OK to you? 
Yes, they seem very interesting and well thought out. 
Not sure. 
I thought it would have more content and I feel like something is missing. 
(what?) 
 
11. Looking at the Homework in Class 2 (Social Sustainability), do the assignments seem 
interesting and worthwhile? How likely would you do them if you were to participate in the online 
course? 
They seem interesting and easy! I’d definitely do them. 
They seem pretty OK, but it would depend if I’d have enough time. 
They don’t seem very interesting to me, I don’t really think I would do them. 
 
12. Looking at the Self-Reflection in Class 2 (Social Sustainability), do the questions seem 
interesting and worthwhile to you? 
Yes. This is what I want to learn about myself and my clothing. 
Not sure. 
Not that interesting. I don’t really think this would be an essential part of the course. 
 
13. Can you think of something that’s missing in Class 2? Any comments? 
 
14. Looking at the Themes presented in Class 3 (Sustainable Fashion Choices), do they seem OK 
to you? 
Yes, it all seems very interesting. 
Not sure. 
I thought it would have more content and I feel like something is missing. 
(what?) 
 
15. Looking at the Homework in Class 3 (Sustainable Fashion Choices), do the assignments seem 
interesting and worthwhile? How likely would you do them if you were to participate in the online 
course? 
They seem interesting and fun! I’d definitely do them. 
They seem OK, but it would depend if I’d have enough time. 
They don’t seem very interesting to me, I don’t really think I would do them. 
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16. Looking at the Self-Reflection in Class 3 (Sustainable Fashion Choices), do the questions seem 
interesting and worthwhile to you? 
Yes. This is what I want to learn about myself and my clothing. 
Not sure. 
Not that interesting. I don’t really think this would be an essential part of the course. 
 
17. Can you think of something that’s missing in Class 3? Any comments? 
 
18. Any other feedback, comments or ideas about the overall structure of the online course?  


